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INTRODUCTION

This report documents a project involving three special extensions

or adaptations of the general plan for using volunteers in schools. The

project was funded for the year 1972 - 1973 through the office of Research

and Development at The Ontario Institute for Studies in Educatic', and

was funded under contract with the Ministry of Education for the Province

of Ontario. The main aspects of the project w,..Jrc conducted in schools

of the Niagara Region, and in addition, one of the programs involved

schools in Halton County.

The report contains three main sections: (a) the present introducflon

which descrbes the background to the present study;, (b) three chapters

dealing with the three major extension activities, which are the heart of

the present study; and (c) the appendix which contains a wide range of the

manuals, operational model, and other materials currently being disseminated

to schools which wish to establish volunteer programs.

The main part of the present report, comprising chapters I, 2, and 3,

describes three independent extensions of the general model. Each of these

extensions was conducted In a single school or in a group of cooperating

schools. In each cede the report for the school identifies the nature and

needs of the program, the organization of the volunteer activities, the

important phases of the project itself, evaluation procedures and the major

outcomes. Some suggestions are made concerning the adaptation or appli=

cation of the plan to other schools.

The purpose of this introduction is to indicate the origin of the-pro-

ject and to describe briefly the activities that have preceded the present

project.
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This project represents the fourth phase in a long-term study of volun

teers in schools. Each of these phases has involved one or more research

activities, the development of materials for use in schools, and broad-scale

dissemination. The dissemination activities have now involved over one thou-

sand schools in the Niagara region and in other parts of Ontario.

A brief description of the four phases of the study to date is provided

in the section that,follows.

(a-Niagara Survey. During the school year 1969 - 70 a major intensive

survey of the use of volunteers was conducted- in the Niagara region. The

results of this study are reported in the monograph entitled Volunteer Helpers

in Elementary Schools. The survey documented the extent of volunteer help

in a sample of one hundred schools. It was discovered that forty-eight per-

cent of the schools had at.that time some level of volunteer activity, and

approximately half of _the remainder expressed an interest in'establishing a

volunteer program. An even more important long term contribution of this

study was the\taxonomy which was developed in order to crassify into various

classroom functions the tasks which volunteers performed in the school.

This taxonomy, which enabled all tasks to be classified objectively into

appropriate functions, was revised in subsequent studies and become the

basis for the observation instrument used in the present study. The tax-

i

onomy had the further value of giving principals and teachers a broader

vocabulary for descriptive volunteer activities than had been used previously.

In fact, a study of the previous descriptions of'volunteer activitIles implied

that the activities of the classroom were seen by principals and teachers

as being basically of two kinds, one called "actual teaching" and the other
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called "supportive ,ks". The use of the taxonomy readily established
f

that many of the tasks in the classroom cannot be eatly categorized in

either of ,the two broad groupings used by prin ipals and teachers, and

demonstrated that it was essential to have som more specific categories

,which would enable all activities of volunteers1 to be classified in terms

of the function performed.

As n follow-up on the Niagara survey z mor extensive survey of

volunteer assistance was conducted throughout the province in the 1970 - 71

school year. Forty boards were selected as a representative sample study

group. From this survey At was established that approximately fifty-two

percent of the schools at that time reported that they had some form of

volunteer assistance program. In almost every respect the picture for

the pr9vince was roughly comparable to that for the Niagara region. It was

found, for example, that the average number of volunteers per school in

both studies was approximately nine volunteers, and also that the average

amount of service per week for each volunteer was approximately one-half

day. The results of these surveys indicated that the one-half day period

is both the desirable and natural amount of volunteer help to be expected

from parent volunteers. The provincial survey revealed that a few boards

had no schools with volunteer programs at that time, and that a few boards

had volunteer programs in_011 their schools. The remaining boards ranged

from zero to one hundred percent with respect to the number of schools using

volunteers. A rather surprising discovery from the survey was that a

reasonably large number of schools had very large volunteer corps, often'

1

exceeding thiry individuals.
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Both thi Niagara survey and the provincial survey convinced the research

team that there was a widespread interest in the invol6Ment of parents. and.

other volunteers in schoolsi and even more importantly, estaished that

schools which had set about deliberately to develop a comprehensive program

,appeared to have little di4fiCulty in recruiting reasonably large numbers

of interested volunteers;

(b) The Operational Model. An analysis of the volunteer program in

a large number of schools, coupled with the Study of the stated needs in

schools with respect.to possible volunteer help, indicated that many vol-

unteer programs were not developed.on a planned or systematic basis, and

often were not directly related to the stated needslof the school. As

'a result of this apparent gap between needs and program, the officers of

Niagara Centre established an operational model whereby a typical school

could implement a comprehensive volunteer program if it chose to do so.

The model was tested ine number of schools during the school year 1971 - 72.

The model, which is included in the appendix of this report, has six main

phases (readiness, recruitment, training, maintenance, evaluation and

extension), and further breaks each phase down into a series of chrono-

logical steps which should be followed in planning and implementing a vol-

unteer program. The model also identifies the person or group who would

assume the major respcnsibility for initiating or conducting the particular

step or sub-step of tho model.

The first three schools in which the operational model was tested and

implemcnted had widely different daracteristics. During this period-the

officers Jssociated with tho project 1,..rked on n fairly intensive basis
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1

with the principals and staffs of the three schools. .These activities

included. initiating activities', studying and applying various steps in the

model, and a continuous monitorli g and evaluation of the work. of the

volunteers Eind of the effectiveness of the model itself. Evaluations were
II 1

conducted to determine the success of the program as seen by the pr!ncipal,
1

the staff, the parents, and the students. In.one of the schools a complete

evaluation project, including an evaluation of pupil gain was undertaken,

and it was concluded that the total program of the school resulted in

significant gains over three control schools. In addition, a detailed

study was made, based on approximately i50 teacher days, of the effecii

volunteer help on the time that teachers allocated to various functions.

Using the revised taxonomy referred to above, a standard observation

model was created and used in connection with direct. observation in

classrooms. In this study it was established that on the days in which

volunteer help was used in the classroom teachers tended to double the

amount of time devoted to upper level or professional activities, and

the total amount of direct individual help given to students by an adult

(teacher or volunteer) was almost quadrupled, It was contended that

these two benefits, a doubling of teacher time in upper level functions and

a quadrupling of adult time given to individual students; both represented

major advantages of volunteer programs with respect to meeting commonly

stated needs or shortcomings of the typical- classroom.

Another outcome of the implementaton of the operational model was

the development of various materials which principals, teachers, and vol-

unteers would use in one or more of the phases. As indicated above, some
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Of these materials are found in the appendix of the present report.

It was apParent both in the original study schools, and in the schools

in which further dissemination was conducted; thatlthe prime objective of

volunteer' programs; at leas+ in the minds of teachers, was the direct ad-
/

\

ditional help that they would receive in the classroom. The notion that

the pbssible improvement of parental attitudes and the improvement of

communication between the home and school would he significant outcomes.

or objectives of.the program apparently had not been seriously considered

by the teachers.' Therefore, in the various documents some attention is

given to questions of the improvement of parental attitudes and improved

communication between parents and teachers.

In order to document the original implementation of the model, and to

assist in the dissemination of the general model, a film entitled In Loco

Magistris was prepared as a joint activity of Niagara Centre and the Ontario

Educational Communications Authority. This film, selected as one of the

five audio-visual presentations to be used at the Banff Conference in

October 1971, has become the best known film on volunteer assistance in

schools in Canada: and has been widely used throughout this country and

the United States. The film has been used over two hundred times during

each of the years since its original production and has been used several

times in teldilsion series on. innovations in schools.

The implementation of the model in the three original schools and- In

a large number of schools in the dissemination phase made, it evident that

there are many other specific needs in schools in additionyto general class-

room assistance that could be met in part or fully if an atilequate compre-
o

\
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hensive volunteer program were established and maintained. The identi-

fication.of some of these' major needt of schools and the development of

adaptations of the general model. to meet these needs formed the basis

for the third and fourth phases of the long-term study.

(c) The First Three Adaptations. In a project funded by the Ministry

of Education the first.threa major extensions of the mode) were implemented

1

in the 1971-72 school year. These three studies became tesubject of. an

Informal publication of Niagara Centre of The Ontario Institute for Studies

in Education entitlediUsing Volunteers in Schools.

The first extension of the .Volunteer program was implemented at

Fessenden Public School, Ancasteri as a means of enabling the staff to

become a curriculum development team. It was found that the general vol-

unteer program c8udbe adapted to provide the staff with as much as two hours

per week for curriculum development, with the volunteers, who mere mainly

parents, providing the administrative and supervisory support required so'

that teachers could be absent for various periods of time from their class-

rooms. No negative results of the study were discovered. The school in

question has continued its volunteer program into the present school year.

Considering the g-nwing importance of curriculum development at the county,

local, and school level, the findings of this program may be expected to

make important contributions to alternative approaches for freeing teachers

to work on curriculum; perhaps as many as fifty percent of elementary

schools could adapt volunteer programs to this important need.

The other large scale need that was tested in relation to a volunteer

program was the intent expressed at St. Daniel's Separate School in

ti
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HamPlton to integrate the special education program into the regular

curriculum of the school. This school had already develOped.a basic

parent volunteer program, and it proved relatively easy-for the principal

and special education teacher to adapt this program to meet the needs of

;

special education in the school. In the process, more pupils were,dealt

with on an individual basis than had been the case in the previous year.

The program for parental involvement in the specia education program

require()) four. special elementS -- a comprehensive testing program for

all pupils; a,ssignment of volunteers to classrooms to enable teachers,

to prepare student profiles; a systematic organization of the profiles to

determine the pupils who required speoio| education at various times;

and a flexible but thorough plan for providing daily the specific additional

instruction required by individuals. This adaptation was evaluated by

'the staff-as being highly successful both An meeting the needs of special .

education in the school and of reducingthe negative feelings that many

youngsters usually.have as a result of being identified as having special

education needs.

The third adaptation Of the parent volunteer model explored a plan

whereby teachers could spend significantly larger amounts of time in the

most critical classroom functions of planning, interacting with individual

students, determining students' readiness and initiating and consolidating

important new mental structures. This program waG implemented in Victoria

Public Schobl, St. Catharines, and was conducted in keeping with a rigorous

experimental design including systematic pretest and post-test evaluations

of pupil growth,



In this adaptation it was found that the teacher learned to trans-

fer more than fifty percent of her time to upper level functions, and

that most of the supportive and low-level instructional work could be

done competently by parent volunteers. In this situation the amount of

Individual attention received by each pupil was multiplied several times.

The results as expressed in pupil gain were in some instances dramatic.

The study documented gains of more than a year in all the major Objectives

tested, with gains as high as a 2.0 years average ire areas such as reading

comprehension. It was noted that the greate'st gains were made in those

areas inj.which the volunteers spent large proportions of their time.

(d) Three,Further Extensions. The fourth phase of the genera;

study, which is documented in the present report, involves three additional

extensions of the general model. Briefly, the report and project deal

with three distinct programs.

Program D involves a plan (somewhat modified in practice) for meeting

certain major, needs of a secondary school with volunteer help, and in

cludes.four components designed to reorganize some aspects of curriculum

in the secondary school so that some of the students can study aspects

of.early childhood education and can apply these studies in service in

'nearby elementary shcools.

The second program, entitled Program E, studies the role of volunteer`.

activities in a school in which modified differentiated staffing plan

is already in effect. The outcome of the study is a description of the

roles or functions performed by the various levels of staffing, including

yolunteers.
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The third program in The present study deals with a. plan for increasing

the amount of volunteer help in an individualized reading program in order

that tide individual needs of,pupils can be met at the proper stage of readi-

ness. \Such a plan in operation involved some reorganizational aspects of

the grade structure, and in the present study led to a plan for vertical

integration of classes.

The following three chapters deal separately in considerable detail

with the three programs referred to above, and present evaluation data and

suggestions for further Implementation and adaptation.
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Chapte 1

Secondary School Students as Volunteers in Elementary Schools

For many years there have been isolated examples of secondary, school

students assisting in specific ways in nearby elementary schools. In gen-

eral, such activities have been viewed by the staff of the secondary school

as being unrelated to the secondary school curriculum and of being of bene-

fit essentially to the elementary school teachers and children. Despite

a growing body of research, mainly in the United States, establishing that

when secondary school students assist as volunteers in elementary schools

they make important academic gains, such research has apparently had

little or no effect in Ontario in terms of any large-scale movement toward

encouraging secondary school students to serve as volunteers in elementary

schools. In brief, existing programs of secondary school volunteer assist-

ance are based on the benefits students give to others rather than the

gains that they themselves might potentially achieve. Further, in most

programs in which secondary school students serve as volunteers in ele-

mentary schools their volunteer activities appear to be completely unre-

lated to their secondary school studies.

The purpose of the first program in the current project, entitled

Program 0, was to determine whether a comprehensive volunteer program

could be established in seconda'ry schools, whereby large numbers of sec-

ondary school students could work in nearby elementary schools in"actiyities

that were deliberately related .to their secondary school studies and which

would enhance the.volunteerjpg students' achievement.
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It was assumed that the development of such a plan would be facil-

itated if the author also assisted the secondary school staff to develop

or enlarge the parent volunteer program within the school and to assist

the school in exploring the larger pool of talent that would be available

to the school. In planning the program then, four main components as

follows were conceived:

(I) A procedure for categorizing the activities of secondary school

teachers in the classroom and organizing these activities into a classifi-

cation system which would enable the teachers to define more,precisely the

appropriate roles of teachers and of volunteers. The existing taxonomy of

classroom functions would be tested and modified through observation, anal-

ysis and discussions with teachers.

(2) An exploration and identification of the total pool of talent in

the community, including parents, business and professional people and

CAAT and university personnel (including students) followed by an assess-

ment of their potential contribution-as volunteers in secondary schools.

(3) The development and introduction of a unit on early childhood

education as part of an existing sociology course at the grade 12 level.

(4) The induction of the studentS in (3) above as volunteers in a

nearby elementary school or with individual students at the grade 9 or: 10

level within the school.

An invitation to implement some aspects of this program was received

from a number of schools in Halton County. At approximately the same time

Mr. Ronald Cussons was assigned for a four-month period to study the role

of volunteers in Halton Couni-y schools prior to his appointment as an ele-
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mentnry school principal. qecause of Mr. Cussons' own interest in explor-

ing the role of secondary school students as volunteers, in addition to

his more general interest in the subject of.volunteer help in schools, the

author decided to accept the invitation to work with him in the Halton sys-

tem to explore the role of secondary school student volunteers. So success-

ful was Mr. Cussons in developing volunteer programs that he was able to

obtain additional financial assistance through the Local Initiatives Program,

so that a number of assistants were employed who helped in the organization

of various volunteer programs and in particular assisted in the data col-

lection for the current project. Asa result we were able to increase

several -fold the amount of direct observation in classrooms. Mrs. Ginny

Hopkings devoted many days to structured interviews with secondary school

student volunteers and their teachers in both the secondary and elementary

panels. A copy of the questionnaire employed is found in the appendix.

Mrs. Margaret Mann was employed for approximately forty days in collecting

the data on the effect of volunteer help on teacher performance described

later in this chapter and documented in Tables 1 to 12 of this report.

The cooperation of Mr. Cussons and the involvement of these special assist-

ants resulted in a much more broadly based study than had been anticipated

in the initial stages.

A second benefit derived from cooperation with Mr. Cussons was the

fact that he and his assistants were wifling and able to take over those

components of the plan which related specifically to parent volunteers with-

in the secondary school. Most of the secondary schools involved In the

study have had ongoing volunteer programs for some time, with volunteers
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working mainly in library resource centres and in supportive activities in

a number of subject areas.

With this cooperation it appeared unnecessary to devote any major part

of the project's activities to further development of the volunteer programs

within the secondary schools or in fact to explore further the talent pool

in the local community. Instead, it enabled us to devote our energies in

the program mainly toward the involvement of secondary school students as

assistants in elementary schools and to designing procedures for documenting

and describing their activities.

It was found that stiff members of the secondary schools, both as in-

dividuals and as members of departments, expressed considerable interest in

the question of secondary school students working as volunteers in elementary

schools, particularly in view of the possibility that some topics within the

curriculum could be applied in such activities. The original intention of

developing a course in sociology in order to provide both the background

and the time for to serve as volunteers appeared to be unnecessary,

at least in the initial stages, because in each of the schools in which we

worked we found adequate numbers of staff members who were prepared to re-

late their own subject to the role of their students as volunteers. It seems

both logical to suggest that as the role of secondary school student volunteers

expands this activity should be recognized more formally in the secondary

school curriculum, and one means of doing this would be to provide a course

which would give some background in early childhood education.

In the meantime, more evidence may be required concerning the functions

that students can perform effectively as volunteers, in order that the proposed

course can be closely linked to practical applications.
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Through the efforts of Mr. Cussons and his assistants volunteer programs

for secondary school students were developed in several of the high schools

in Halton County. For purposes of the present program two of the high schools

In particular were selected, namely M. M. Robinson High School in BUrlington

and Blakelock High School in Oakville. In addition, less formal studies

were conducted with students in Lord Elgin and General Wolfe High Schools.

In e:ch of the high schools staff members were invited to participate

In the program and to identify areas in their own courses which would have

a direct relationship to volunteer activities in nearby elementary schools.

Naturally, the greatest amount of interest in this type of linkage was

forthcoming from areas where an apparent relationship already existed, in

particular physical education, art, music, and geography departments. In

addition, the English, mathematics, home economics, technical, business,

science, sociology, and history departments of various secondtry schools

become involved in the project. To some degree the extent of involvement

was related more to the interests or commitments of senior personnel than

to the identity of the department itself. For example, the head of the

history department in M. M. Robinson High School showed considerable in-

terest in the topic and assisted in developing the plan used in that school.

in setting up the project it was agreed that additional periods uould

not be given to students in the initial year for volunteer work, but that

they would have to conduct such activities within the periods formally

assigned to the subject or in spares and other free time. Also, students

required approval for their activities from their secondary school teachers.

It seemed wise in the initial stages to avoid criticism from teachers of
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other departments who might not feel the sane commitment to the projGct as

those departments from which the students were recruited; therefore, every

attempt was made to ovoid problems relating to attendance in other depart-

ments.

In the two schools representing the heart of the study the nearby

feeder elementary schools were approached, and were found to be very en-

thusiastic about the plan. For M. M. Robinson, seven feeder schools were

located, six public and one separate, all but one within two miles of the

high school. In the Blakeiock area eleven feeder schools were involved,

eight public and three separate.

In order to explore some of the administrative problems involved in

matching secondary school staff interests, student participation, and the

identified needs of elementary schools, two distinctly different models of

erganizatIon were employed.

The program at M. M. Robinson High School was organiied around needs

of the elementary schools. The staffs of the elementary schools were asked

to state needs which they felt could be met by secondary school involvement,

and to assemble this information on data sheets; These included the kind

of help they wanted, proposed departments of the secondary school from which

this help could be drawn, the grade level to be served, the number of students

they could employ, the time of the day and week they wished this help, etc.

These requests from the elementary teachers were assembled and given to each

department of the secondary school. The departments made this information

available to students, and invited students who felt they could match some

of the needs identified by the elementary teachers to contact the appropriate
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school or teacher and to discuss working with them on a mutually agree-

able basis.

In Blakelock High School the plan for dove-tailing needs of the ele-

mentary school and the Interests and competencies of secondary school stu-

dents was organized in exactly the opposite direction. In this case

secondary school students completed a student volunteer biography sheet

including pertinent information as to the sponsoring department, a grade

level in which they are interested in working, the times available for vol-

unteering, the type of tasks they would like to do in the elementary

schools, the preference of elementary schools, etc., along with any special

interests, hobbies or talents that the student might share with younger

students. These information sheets were organized according to the schools

of preference and made available to the staffs of the elementary schools.

The elemen\ary teachers examined this pool of talent available to them and

selected pa ticular students whom they contacted for assistance. This model

arranged fo the elementary teacher to choose the student whom he wished

to involve, hereas in the Robinson model the student was in effect select-

ing his teach -r.

In each of the two models described above considerable success was

achieved in ma ching secondary school students with elementary teacher:.

In each instance well In excess of one hundred students and a comparable

number of eleme ary teachers were involved. One can see advantages to each

of the models. eRobinson model theoretically provides for a wider range

of needs to be identified and met; however, it was found that the actu0 jobs

that elementary teachers suggested often were not clearly defined, with the
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result that students often failed to volunteer for some of the needs that

were identified. In the Blakeiock model theoretically the plan provides

for meeting the interests of the secondary school student more fully; also,

if enough biographical sheets were available for each elementary school

many or most of the needs of the elementary teachers would also be met.

These advantages are further discussed in the section on teacher evaluation.

In both projects plans were instituted to ensure that there was communi-

cation between the high school department and the elementary school teacher,

c

in order that the department would know where the student was working,

what his function was, etc.

In addition to the information given in the evaluation section that

follows, certain advantages of the models described above a,-.e evident,:yhan

compared with less structured programs in existence in other secondary

schools. First, these programs were based on a matching of student in-

terests and teacher needs. Secondly,, they provided for a commitment or con-

tract between 4.11e4student and the teacher and for regLrity of attendance

and service. Third, the identification of the activity with the curriculum

of the secondary school department has obvious merits, the potential of which

has not as yet been fully explored. it was evident that from some depart-

ments students were able to apply knowledge and skills that they were de-

veloping in their secondary school classwork. in other cases there appeared

to be relatively little relationship between the academic aspects of their

high school program and the function being performed in the elementary

school. Even where no such match could be-observed, one must consider the

values to the student in the affective areas of his growth.
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In these two programs credit in the secondary school subject was given

for various kinds of volunteer service in the elementary school. This

formalized the relationship between the department and the elementary, school

aod gave supportive recognition to the activity. In some cases the student

reported by essay or other form to his secondary school teacher.

Perhaps it is natural for secondary school departments to commence vol-

unteering in keeping with a model such as one of the ones described above.

The more formal development of a course or unit in secondary school directly

related to instruction in early childhood education, with volunteering an

integral part of such course, may be a second phase. In any event, the

author found relativelyYlittle,enlbusiasm on the part of secondary school

teachers toward'preparing a course and submitting it for approval to the

appropriate authorities. No doubt their feeling was that they would like

to have some experience with students as volunteers before committing them-

selves to large scale formal course on early childhood education and

volunteering.

TASKS PERFORMED BY STUDENT VOLUNTEERS

An ideal arrangement for volunteer service by secondary school students

would W tc.1, nave all activities relate to the academic work of the student-and

the development of affective charactel-istics and arranged to meet the class-

room needs of elementary school teachers and pupils. These three criteria

were in fact attained to a very large extent in thd program; however it is

natural that at times only one or two of these criteria were met. The ele-

mentary teachers' identification of needs in the classroom which volunteers
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might fulfill at times did not take into consideration the academic growth

of the student. Similarly those activities which were most valuable to

the secondary school student as a learner would not in all cases have been

particularly useful to the elementary teacher. No doubt in further exten-

sions of plans for involvement of secondary school volunteers frank communi-

cation.between the secondary school and the elementary teacher wit respect

to the most worthwhile contributions of the secondary school student and

the most pressing needstof the elementary classroom will help to resolve any

) mismatch that may occur in the kind of service render&

The observer teams and the assistants who conducted the structured

questionnaire found a very wide range of tasks performed by secondary school

students in the participating elementary schools. An examination of a sample

list of typical tasks performed shows that various functions of the elementary

school teacher were in fact performed by the vounteers. Such functions as

initiating new learning, consolidating new learning, adding content to exist-

ing mental structures, drill, review, listening to students read, supervising

classes or groups, remedial instruction with individual students, supervising

playgrounds, conducting children on field trips, marking pupils' work and

' performing a myriad of semi-technical and non-technical tasks were repre-

sentative of the activities of the students. The following is a sample of

the statements by students and teachers of the activities of these volunteers;

these are taken directly from the report forms:

- - maintaining audio-visual equipment

-- taking groups on'field trips

- - taping stories

-- teaching children to use audio-visual equipment
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-- taking a science inventory

-- supervising experiments

-- listening to pupils read

-- teaching girls cooking

- - helping individual pupils with math problems

-- supervising an art lesson

- - supervising a classroom

-- helping with coats and boots

- - taking attendance

- - demonstrating physical education

-- refereeing games

-- helping individuals with research reports

- - conducting a discussion about a film

-- filing pupils' records

- - conduction flashcard drills

-- testing visual and auditory discrimination

- - supervising the playground

-- marking spelling and mathematics

-- demonstrating art techniques

-- typing pupils' stories

- - teaching geography lessons

-- conducting science demonstrations

-- preparing a library card catalogue

-- carding and shelving books

conducting word drills

-- reading stories to pupils

-- conducting group discussions

-- organizing a fashion show

-- helping rehearsal of a play

-- helping pupils with homework problems

-- typing library reports

--. dictating spelling

-- running dittos
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-ftreparinyA a bulletin board

- - teaching a drama group

supervisflg social events

- teaching cooking elective
4

-- teaching Visual perception games

-- teaching pupils to serve on school council

- - remedial reading

-- supervising bus routines

-- teaching lessons on grooming

- - lunch room supervision, and

-- helping administer Frostig program.

No attempt was made to catalogue the amount of time that students spent

on each of these or on numerous other tasks in the classroom. The most

information available on the distribution of students' time will be

found in the evaluation secflon of this chapter, specifically in Tables 5

and 6 which give a breakdown of students' time allocations to various class-

room functions for a selected group of students for whom detailed observations

were compiled. A discussion of this breakdown of student time is provided

at the appropriate section of the evaluation comments.

EVALUATION

(a) Administrative Considerations. As indicated above, both plans for

the administrative treatment of secondary school volunteer'assistance appear

to work satisfactorily and to have certain advantages. In order for either

plan to operate some evidence of interest and commitment by departments in

the high schools is required, and elementary teachers must be prepared to

identify various tasks or needs in their classrooms which they foresee as

suitable areas for involvement by secondary school students. The match

between the academic values to the secondary school student and the manpower
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advantages to the elementary teacher cannot be matched adequately through

any administrative procedure above. Both plans will go part way toward dove-

tailing these two needs, but face-to-face communication between the volunteer

and teacher, and open conversation concerning tho success of the student's

activities appear to be the only means of ensuring that both needs mill be

met to a reasonable degree.

Provided that the'two components referred to above are mot, and pro-

vided that there are feeder elementary schools within a reasonable distance

of the'secondary school, there seems to be every reason to suggest that a

plan of either type could operate in almost any secondary school. In the

initial stages it seems probable that teachers will restrict the volunteer-

ing services of their students to those areas and times that relate speclfi-

cally to their own subject areas. As evidence grows about the benefits of

volunteer programs to the secondary school students themselves, it well may

be that many secondary schools will provide more flexible opportunities for

students to assist in elementary schools. This may involve special time-

tabling arrangements at the secondary'school level, the identification of

volunteering as a b.on,-, fidc, activity in the secondary school, or provision

of more individualized time-tabling approaches so that students can them-

selves work' out to a larger extent the arrangements for providing volunteer

help in nearby schools.

(b) Attitudes of Student Volunteers. With the use of the student vol-

unteer ancedotal interview form, which is shown is the appendix and which

was used as the basis of a structured interview, it was possible to obtain

evidence of perceptions and attitudes from a very large number of secondary
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school student volunteers. In the questionnaire students were asked for

their reasons for booming volunteers, for evidence of what they have learned

as a result of volunteering and evidence of ways that they have been changed

as a result of these activities. They were also asked to estimate or describe

effects on the elementary school students resulting from their own help.

The interest, enthuJiasm and complete approval of the concept of volunteering

as Stated. by the 1:otoorS themselves in the most striking aspect of the

.

'interview forms. Almost all students indicated evidence of what they regard

) as important benefits to themselves both in what they have learned from

volunteering and of information about changes In their own academic work or

attitudes. Perhaps it is not surprising to find these responses to be over-

whelmingly positive, in view of the fact that volunteering was in a sense a

self-selecting process which probably resulted only in those with reasonably

positive attitudes and commitments becoming involved. Ever when one allows

for this probability one is impressed wilth the outspoken support and

terest of the stunts as stated. 011 the Ifinterview forms.

Among the reasons given by students for becoming volunteers were a

desire to help others, a desire to improve the elementary school program, a

desire to help meet identified needs in elementary schools, a wish to know

more'about elementary children, a chance to see if there might be a future

career in teachCng, an opportunity to apply some of the things learned In

secondary school courses, a desire to be helpful to others,'aid an opportunity

t6 make interesting use of spare time.

In response to the question about what the student learned from his vol-

lunteer work the most common responses had to do with tephniques for learning
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how to handle children. Many students also indicated that they had to learn

to be responsible, to learn to organize and plan work more effectively and

to analyze learning difficulties in greater detail. The most common single

response was that they learned a great deal about children.

In response to the question concerning how volunteering had ganged the

responden', many of the students commented on.career opportunities, stating

that their volunteering had helped them try out skills or test out eirl

own ideas about various occ4ations such as audio-visual technician, teacher,

social worker, etc. A large number of students commented on changes tn

attitude and behavior toward peir own secondary schoolwork. Some of them

said that they had leariqed to "grow up'; others commented on the develpment
%

Of tolerance, patience ind responsibility; A large number of students

commented on the confidence that they developed in tie program. Another

common theme was the understanding and appreciation of the complexity of a

teacher's role. Also commonly expressed were evidence of feelings toward

children and particularly-to children with learning difficulties. A remark-

able number of students stated that "It was exciting"; "1 liked helping

children"; "It made me feel good"; "It made me feel I was doing something

worthwhile for others." Such evidences of fulfilment and changes in affec-

tive learning for some students were the most significant outcomes of their

volunteering activities. A number of students commented on what their vol-

unteering activities had produced in terms of their own behavior. In addition

to statements concerning planning and organization many students commented

on what they have observed about learning independently, about analyzing

their own learning difficulties, about the value of drill and review, and
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about,the value derived from teaching someone as a method of learning.

Almost all the students interviewed had positive, and some also had

critical, suggestions for Improving the volunteer program. A common theme

was the need to have more opportunities for volunteer service over an ex-

tended period of time. The frequency of this stateme4 tended to support

the students' statements about advantages and attitude changes. Some stu-

1;,

dents oserved that there would be value in some instruction about learning

techniques, individual differences, levels of child development, etc. A

common complaint was that teachers often had not organized adequately for

the volunteering opportunity that they provided. A few students commented

that the elementary school was not challenging students adequately and was

not providing adequate opportunity for individual treatment. A few students

indicated that they had not been given meaningful activities, and provided

supportive evidence for such claims.

Altogether an analysis of the numerous student interview forms convinces

the reader that almost all the students enjoyed their volunteering activity,

were able to identify advantages to them as individuals in'both cognitive

and affective areas of their growth, and would like to continue or expand

their volunteering service.

Although no formal evaluation was conducted concerning the attitudes

of elementary students to the volunteers, many of the volunteers themselves

observed that the elementary school children liked them, appreciated what

they were doing, and frequently asked when the secondary school student was

coming back to their classroom.

A number of students commented on improvements in their academic
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progress which they attributed to volunteering. Some claimed gains of a

grade (A, B, C, etc.) over their previous record In varfous subjects. This

perceived advantage was discussed by to students who were asked to describe

their activities on the CBC Naflonal Radio program "This Country in the

Morning", in June, 1973.

(c) Evaluation by Secondary School Tmehert. Because the period and

frequency of voluntary activities by secondary school students varied from

student to student as well as between departments and schools, and because

there was no means of obtaining adequate pre-test scores for the very large

number of students involved, :t was not possible to document statistically

the gains in academic components of the work of the students. Lacking such

documented evidence, we have had to rely on statements of the students

themselves and comments by their teachers. Reference is made in an earlier

section the students' perception of their growth. Most of the information

obtained from secondary school teachers was collected from informal inter-

views and conversutions with secondary school personnel. These discussions

confirmed the student's own perceptions of their changes in the affective

areas of their growth. Teachers commented on the growing sense of respons-

ibility, confidence and interest in school work, as well as improved planning

and organizational pat-:.arns. Most of the teachers with whom discussions were

held were receptive to the idea that academic gains were probably being

made as well, but insufficient evidence was available for reaching any con-

clusion comparable to that derived in some of the more formal studies on the

question in the United States. Some of the teachers believed that gains could

be expected and were achieved in those situations in which the student was
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able to practise skills or content from secondary school subjects. In the

absence of any documented test results we hesitate to make any general claim

in this area. In view of the success of the program in recruiting large

numbers of students it'apppe-ors desirable that a study should be made in

which secondary school students are involved as volunteers for periods great

enough in length and of sufficient frequency to have a chance of producing

significant growth gains, and of conducting a study using pre-test and post-

test scores on specific academic objectives to determine whether or not vol-

unteering actually does enhance student growth under conditions similar to

those in the current study. In View of the stated opinions of students and

teachers it seems reasonable to suppose that the research on this question

from the United States can be replicated with similar results in this province.

One final piece of evidence of the perceptions of secondary school

teachers was their continuing interest and commitment in the program and

their inclination to increase the number of students participating. This

tendency on the part of the teachers probably implies that they saw adequate

benefits to the student to justify the additional administrative work in-

volved in expanding and maintaining the program.

(d) Evaluations by Pement.pry School Teachers. For the other side of

the effectiveness of,the volunteer program, namely its benefit to the ele-

mentary school we relied on the observations, statements and evaluations of

the elementary teachers involved as well as the evidence presented in section

E below on the effect of volunteer help on the performance of these teachers.

In determining the impact of the volunteers it would have been ideal to have

measured their effectiveness on the academic growth of the elementary school
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pupils. However, under the circumstances this would have been almost im-

possible to arrange, because of the varied periods and frequency of volunteer

help and the very largo number of students Involved. In order to evaluate

this aspect thoroughly one should select ono or two classes which can be pro-

vided with considerable volunteer help over an extended period, so that pre-

test and post-test results can be compared against control classes where stu-
/

dent volunteers are not present.

It was assumed that if teachers continued to engage students as volunteers

in their classrooms some benefits either to the students themselves or to the

teachers would be observed by the teachers. Therefore, it is assumed that

teachers' continuing commitment to the program and their own statements

about the effectiveness of the student volunteers will be a rough indicator

of the effectiveness of the volunteers in terms OP the needs of the ele-

mentary school. It well may be that such evidence will bear more heavily on

evidence of success it meeting teacher,' needs than in providing for addi-

tional growth on the part of the elementary school pupils.

Information concerning teachers' attitudes towards their student vol-

unteers was obtained from a very large number of elementary teachers through

the adminstering of a teacher anecdotal interview form re volunteers, a

copy of which is found in the appendix. On this form the teacher or the In-

terviewer recorded statements of the kinds of tasks performed by the volunteer,

evidences of benefit to the students and the teacher, evidence of tho effect

of volunteer help on the teacher's time allocation and evidence of changes

in the student volunteer. In addition, teachers were asked to record major

problems and suggestion.
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Over 95% of the teachers cited advantages to their pupils and advantages

to themselves as evidence of the value and effectiveness of the volunteers.

The most commonly st71 -ed advantage both to the pupils and to the teachers

was the opportunity for the teacher, or the teacher and volunteer, to spend

more time with individual students. As other benefits to the pupils, the

teachers stated that the presence of the Nolunteer improved the social re-

lationship in the classroom, gave the students a lift or a variety of teach-

ing techniques, provided additional help for special students, greatly ex-

panded the amount of drill and oral reading provided, and gave opportunities

for the development of such objectives as respect for another person. Among

other advantages stated by a large proportion of the teachers was that the

workload of the classroom was lightened or that the total amount of pro-

ductive work in the classroom was increased. Many of the teachers stated that

they had more teaching time when volunteers were present, that they were able

to spend more time at planning and remedial work, and that extra drill was

provided. Several teachers stated that as a result of the presence of the

student the classroom was more relaxed and less confusing. Several teachers

said that there are so many jobs to be done today in a classroom that an

extra pair of hands Is much appreciated.

A number of the teachers had criticisms of the program, along with some

positive suggestions. The most common weakness appeared to be that the stu-

dents were not in the classroom with sufficient frequency or regularity. This

problem comOicated the involvement of the teacher and also increased re-

latively the amount of training that the volunteer would require. From com-

ments on this point it was clear that many of the teachers would be prepared
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to accept a volunteer with much greater frequency than was applied this

year. This problem was compounded on those occasions where the student did

not arrive when expected.

The negative aspects of the student contribution as stated by teachers

were that some of them had serious limitations in their ability to help,

some were either irresponsible or unreliable in carrying out their work, and

a few tended +o want to take over situations rather than await oirections

from the teacher. However, the number of teachers making such complaints

was a small minority.

The generally positive statements by the teachers concerning benefits

to the pupils and to themselves, the frequent suggestion that the program

be expanded, the teachers' statement that they would be able to use more

volunteers or use them more regularly, and the frequency with which teachers

felt it worthwhile to make positive suggestions for the program all are taken

as evidence of the program having been positive and useful from the teachers'

viewpoint.

The one administrative aspect of the plans which received frequent

comment from the teachers was the fact that the teacher and volunteer did

not seem to have an opportunity to meet with each other before making a final

commitment to the program. Many of the teachers felt that there would be

value in meeting the students in advance of their assignment to the class-

room and also of having a longer initial period for discussing the student's

role in the classroom. The author does not believe that it would be difficult

to make an administrative arrangement that would enable the teachers and vol-

unteers to meet in group situations before being formally assigned to each other.
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(e) Cffects of Volunteer Help on Teachers' Time Allocations. The most

intensive and thorough aspect of the evaluation of the project was concerned

with the effects of the volunteer help on teachers' time allocations. From

previous studies (Hedges, 1912) it has been established that the presence of

parent volunteers in the classroom has had positive effects on the teachers'

allocation of time to the various functions of the classroom. The purpose

of the present evaluation was to determine whether assistance of secondary

school students as volunteers also tended to enable teachers to spend more

time at upper level activities and to devote more adult time to individual

students. The design for such observations was relatively simple, and

copied the procedures used by Hedges and others in making similar observations

on adult volunteers and paraprofessionals.

Thirty classrooms were selected in which the secondary school students

were serving as volunteers on a long-term regular basis, In each of these

classrooms one or more sets of observations were made, each such observation

being thirty, forty, fifty or sixty minutes in length, with all period of

time in each set being constant. Each set of observations involved three

tables of data. On one visit the teachers' time allocations were recorded

in a period when the teacher was working alone, i.e., without a volunteer.

The second observation repeated the process during a parallel time period

when a volunteer was helping the teacher. The third observation recorded

the activities of the Volunteer during the same time period as the second

observation of the teacher.

The observation instrument employed in the study was the Hedges' Taxonomy

of Classroom.Functions, a copy of which with its accompanying manual are found
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in the appendix of this report. This taxonomy has been widely used for this

purpose.

The data were collected by two of the assistants in the Halton project

and by officers of the Niagara Centre, including the author. Training periods

were provided for all data collectors and sample tests of reliability indicated

that inter- observer reliability was in the range of 90%.

One possible woakness of the present study was the failure to establish

teacher stability prior to conducting the observation. Some of the variation

in teachers' time allocations from one period to the other may be regarded

as accidental changes. However, it can be anticipated that such changes

would probably occur in both directions and therefore would be averaged out.

Also, it was established in earlier studies that teacher stability with

respect to time allocations for parallel time periods is extremely high.

Therefore this weakness does not pose a serious threat to the reliability of

the study.

By referring to Tables 1 to 12 the reader will readilly discover how the

data were recorded. Using an expanded observation sheet with the taxonomy

and columns shown on Table 1, the observer was able to time the various tasks

that teachers performed, allocate them to the v:;rious functions show) on the

sheet, and also ascertain whether the task was performed with the class, a

group or an Individual, and whether such grouping was on a regular or special

basis. The time allocations for each teacher were totaled at the end of

the observation periods. Tables I to 12 show the accumulated time for each

type of session for all thirty teachers, and include for some teachers two

sets of such observations.
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/I TABLE 5 Time Distribution Data for Twenty-five Students working
4

as Volunteers in the Classrooms Reported ih Tables 1 - 4,
Recorded in Minutes.
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TABLE 6 Time Distribution Data for Twenty-five Students Working
as Volunteersin the Classrooms Pertaining to Tables

I - 4,Recorded in Percentages of Total Time.
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to in Tables I - 4, in Periods without Volunteer Students, Reported.by
Minutes.
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as Volunteers in the Classrooms Pertaining to Tables I - 4, Recorded
as Percentages of Total Time.
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Tables I to 12 present the same data in four different forms, first

as raw data by minutes and then by percentages of total time (Tables I to

6) and then by levels, again by minutes and by percentages (Tables 7 to 12).

Tables I and 2 show time distribution for the teachers in minutes, first in

sessions Without volunteers and then in sessions with volunteers. Tables 3

and 4 present the same information in percentage form. Tables 5 and 6.show

in minutes and percentages the functions performed by the volunteers. Tables

7 to 12 repeat these data, employing a levels system for analyzing the signi-

ficance or importance of the time allocations,

The basis for the levels system employed in Tables 7 to 12 is a hier-

archy of the functions in the classroom previously established by panels of

referees representing classroom teachers, school administrators and teacher

educators. An extremely high level of concensus was reached in establishing

the hierarchy, and it is therefore contended that while it does not represent

an absolute heirarchy, it serves as a useful standard for comparison. In

Tables 7 to 12 it will be noted that there are three levels of functions

with provision for a total to be shown for each level. Even a casual exam-

ination of the functions listed in the three levels will establish in the

reader's mind the purpose of allocating the various functions to these levels.

Incidentally, the reader may note adiscrepancy in the totals between Tables

I to 6 and Tables 7 to 12. The reason for this is that times allocated to

the final category in Tables I to 6, entitled Hiatus, Interruption and Non-

coded simply could not be categorized in the hierarchy of functions of the

classroom because this category is not a function but was included in the

original observation instrument merely to account for times that could not be
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alloca7ed to the twenty-one actual functions. Therefore, in establishing

the levels this category and the data included in it were dropped from the

tables.

A comparison of either Tables I and 2 (data in minutes) or Tables 3 and

4 (data in percentages) will enable the reader to detect the more important

changes in time allocations. For example, the major increases are as follows:

specific planning 1.9 to 9.2 per cent; initiating new learning 2.8 to 8.4 per

cent; consolidating new concepts 2.2 to 3.7 per cent; and consolidating con-

tent 30.9 to 34.7 per cent. Since these are all vital professional functions

it can be argued that these are important reallocations of time.

At the same time one can detect some important reductions in time al-

\

locations, as for example in active supervision from 27.0 to 19.4 per cent;

non-skilled technical 4.3 to 2.8 per cent; administration of tests from 3.5

to 0 per cent; and objective marking from 3.9 to 1.7 per cent. All four of

these categories are considered to be non-professional.

The same tables show some interesting changes with respect to the group-

ings to which teachers devoted their time. For example, the amount of time

that the teacher spent with the entire class was reduced from 51.7 to 50.2

per cent and with groups from 26.2 to 24.8 per cent. These reductions in

time spent with classes and groups are accounted for in the additional time spent

with individuals, which rose from 16.7 to 25.0 per cent.

Tables 5 and 6 show the minutes and percentages of the volunteers' time

that was devoted to each of the functions. It will be noted that the largest

allocations of student time were in consolidating content (43.4%) and active

supervision (20.7%). No other function took up more than 6% of the students'
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time, and a general inspection of Table 6 reveals that the volunteers' time

was actually allocated to more functions, and more evenly distributed among

the functions than was teacher time. it is not surprising to find that the

largest consumer of student time, actually approaching half of the total,

was in consolidating content. This category includes drill and review and

also includes listening to children read; this task is also the largest single

consumer of teacher time in many classrooms. Incidentally, it will be noted

on Tables I to 4 that the two functions of consolidating content and active

supervision were-also the largest consumers of teacher time. Thus it appears

that in allocating tasks to volunteers teachers tend to allocate them to

those tasks which consume the greatest amounts of teacher time. When one

adds together the percentages of time of the two adults in the classroom

one sees even more important increases over the information in Tables I and 3.

It is interesting to analyze the distribution of the volunteers' time

with respect to the grouping patterns. It is noted that the volunteers

spent 28.1 per cent of their time with the class, 38.6 per cent with groups

and 33.3 per cent with individuals. A comparison of the figures in Table I

with the totals in Tables 2 and 5 shows that when the teachers were working

alone they spent 594 minutes with individuals, while on occasion's when the same

teachers had volunteers a total-of 1490 minutes of.adult time was spent

with individuals, this time being composed of 664 minutes of teachers`, and

826 minutes of volunteers'time. In other words, when volunteers were pre-

sent the amount of adult time spent with individuals was approximately tripled,

a finding that is roughly comparable to that in the study of the influence

of volunteer parents on teachers' time allocations.
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In order to determine the Importance of the teachers' time allocations

the reader should refer to Tables 7 to 12 and in particular to Tables 9 and

10 which show by levels the changes in the teacher's' time allocations. Tables

9 and 10 show that when the teacher had a volunteer assistant 26.6 per cent

of teacher time was given to level I functions, whereas only 12.5 per cent

was spent in level I in the regular sessions. In other words, in the pre-

sence of the: volunto,:.r the teacher devoted more than Twice as much time to

level 1 functions. The total time allocations to level 2 functions was al-

tered only very slightly., dropping from 66.9 per cent to 63.1 per cent when

volunteers were present. The largest reduction in time allocation was in

level 3 where the percentage of time was reduced from 18.4 per cent to 6.9

per cent.

if one combines the percentages shown in Tables 10 (percentages of

teacher timeby level when volunteers are present) and Table 12 (percentages

of volunteers' time), and then compares this total to the figures for Table

9 (percentages of time when volunteers were not present), one notices some

even more dramatic changes with respect to the allocation of adult time in

the classroom. This comparison show's that the level 1 functions were in-

creased in time from 12.5 per cent to 34.2 per cent of one person's time.

In view of the general concensus that these functions represent the most vital

functions of the classroom it can be argued that the efficiency of these

clasrooms was greatly enhanced in the presence of volunteers. Of course this

study does not deal with the question of whether the time spent in various

functions was of equal competency. It would be difficult to resolve this

question without a carefully designed evaluation which measured comparative
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student growth in the parallel situations.

In summary these statistics compiled from observations in thirty class-

rooms in which volunteers were serving on a continuing basis indicate that

during the times whon volunteers are present the teacher was spending con-

siderably more time on upper level functions than in normal situations, and

was also arranging the allocation of time in such a way that individual stu-

dents derived P,Imost throe timos as much individual holp, The general con-

clusion that can be reached from these ovservations is that the work allo-

cations in the classroom were improved, at least in terms of impact on in-

dividual attention and on instructional practices.

A SPECIAL ADAPTATION OF THE MODEL

During the 1972-73 school year an opportunity arose for testing out a

. special adaptation of the model described above. This adaptation enabled us

to have a look at a secondary school student volunteer program in which only

one subject of the secondary school curriculum had a direct relationship to
.

the project. While assisting the staff at Immaculate Conception School

(a bilingual elementary school in St. Catharines) to develop a volunteer

program the problem arose of finding sufficient volunteers who were reason-

ably proficient in Oral French. About the same time we were made aware of

the concern of many secondary school teachers with respect to practical

opportunities for secondary School students to use their Oral French in

everyday situations. This observation by the teachers was very similar to

that expressed by federal authorities, namely that a major problem of bi-

lingualism is that the learner has inadequate opportunities to apply the
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second language in meaningful eontextsoutside of the instructional setting.

With these two needs from the two schools in mind, it appeared to be

a golden opportunity to explore the relationship of a secondary school vol-

unteer program in one subject area to related needs in an elementary school.

We found that both the''elementary teachers in the bilingual program and

the teachers of Oral French in Denis Morris High School were enthusiastic

about a program providing for about fifty secondary school Oral French stu-

dents to serve for about one hour per week in the bilingual elementary pro-

gram with particular emphasis on the primary grades and on opportunities

for the student to employ Oral French.

Ideal cooperation in this adaptation was received from both the ele-

mentary and the secondary school. A feeling of innovation prevailed, sug-

gesting that some of the success of the program may have in fact been the

result of a halo effect. The secondary school students quickly learned to

perform specific learning tasks at the primary level, and a series of obser-

vations and discussions indicated that they were employing their Oral French

skills over 80 per cent of the time in which they were in the elementary

classrooms.

Evaluations of this adaptation were conducted mainly in discussions

with the students themselves and with teachers at both the elementary and

the secondary schools. No formal evaluation of the attitudes of any of the

groups was required, because obvious enthusiasm for the program was reflected

on every visit. In fact all three groups concerned frequently requested

that we increase the number of students involved. The elementary teachers

wish to continue with the program next year, and so many students of the
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secondary school wished to participate that a major expansion of the pro-

gram will have to be planned if their wishes are to be accommodated, The

.students themselves stated that their Oral French performance was greatly

improved, but they also commented on many other values that they also saw

in the program, most of which are similar to those indicated by the students

in Halton County and reported on in the previous sections. The secondary

school teachers were not asked to provide information on differential growth

patterns in Oral French for the participants, but in every discussion.on the

subject the teachers commented on the very favourable Oral French growth of

the students concerned in the program. It seems probable that most of the

students selected during the initial. year of the adaptation were students

who were already reasonably successful in their Oral French studies, so it

would have been invalid to have attempted to compare their growth with that

of average or typical students.

This. adaptation of the secondary school model appeared from every point

of view to be advantageous to all parties concerned -- to the secondary

school students who were given expanded opportunities to use their Oral

French in meaningful and secure contexts; to the elementary school teacher

who was able to assign numerous learning tasks to the volunteer students;

and to the elementary school students who received considerably more in-

dividual attention-and assistance with their Oral French. One surprising

outcome of the study was that we received no complaintsin the elementary

school about the quality of the Oral French provided by the secondary school

students. If there was any deficiency in the Oral French skills of the

secondary school student they were more than compensated for, at least in
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the eyes of the elementary teacher, by the additional help that they pro-

vided. By working with very young children in the elementary school the

secondary school student apparently felt adequately secure to proceed in

the second language without undue concern about weaknesses in vocabulary,

pronounciation, etc. The fact that most of the communication with young.

children was in arithmetic instruction and Oral French reading perhaps

accounts for the lack of problems in vocabulary. In any case the program

was considered beneficial by all concerned.

It can be argued that this Oral French adaptation of the secondary

school model is a natural one which might not be as readily applied to other

subject areas. There is no doubt much truth in this argument. However, the

adaptation is one which many other secondary schools might capitalize on

because the problem in. Oral French usage appears to be a general one in the

culture. The need in other subject areas may not be as profound and there-

fore might not require so intensive a working relationship between the two

levels. It seems probably that if the level of commitment were adequately

sutficent many other departments of the secondary school could find oppor-

tunities for application of particular lessons or units in elementary school

programs, even if they did not reach the dimensions documented in this

special adaptation.
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Chapter 2

The Role of Adult Volunteers in a Differentiated Staffing Plan

As stated in the introduction, this program, entitled Program E, was

designed to study the role of volunteer activities in a school in which a

modified differentiated staffing plan was in effect. The major outcome of

this study is the description of the respective roles or functions performed

by the various levels of staffing including volunteers.

This study was conducted at St. Thomas More Comprehensive School, a

secondary school operating in Hamilton under the Wentworth County Roman

Catholic Separate School Board. This school was built and opened during

the past two years, and from its beginning has employed a modified differ-

entiated staffing plan and has also incorporated a number of major inno-

vations in a building which is designed to provide for a maximum of team

teaching in an open space design.

On page 57 a diagram is presented to show the levels of staffing at

St. Thomas More along with the lines of authority and relationships exist-

ing among the five levels. It will be noted that the principal, three deans,

and a student services counsellor comprise the executive council of the school.

The teaching staff, numbering thirty-one, are responsible to the executive

council. In staffing the school a number of teachers' salaries were de-

liberately traded off for a sum Of money which would enable the school to

engage paraprofessionals. During the past year there were three permanent

paraprofessionals and approximately thirty other people who were employed

as paraprofessionals on a part-time basis. As shown in the diagram the
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ST. THOMAS MORE COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL

DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING DESIGN

EXECUTIVE COUNC I L

P R I N C I P A L

DEAN OF DEAN OF DEAN OF STUDENT SER-
SERVICES INSTRUCTION PROGRAM VICES COUNSELLO

TEACHERS (31)

PARAPROFESSIONALS (3 + 30)

VOLUNTEERS (50)
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paraprofessionals are responsible to the Dean of Services and to the teaching

staff.

The fifth level of staffing involves volunteers. During the past year

approximately fifty people served as volunteers in the school on a basis

sufficiently extensive or regular to be counted in the volunteer corps. In

addition,'a large number of persons served on an individual or temporary

basis. As :shown in the diagram tho volunteers, like the paraprofessionals,

are responsible jointly to the Dean of Services and the teaching staff. In

practice the Dean of Services has assumed the responsibility of the organi-

zation of the programs for paraprofessionals and volunteers and has given

leadership in the recruitment and assignment of the volunteers and parapro-

fessionals. Aside from the ongoing aspects of administration of these two

groups of additional personnel carried on by the Dean of Services, the

teaching staff assumes the major responsibility for the allocation of functions

' performed by the paraprofessionals and volunteers.

During the past year an additional element was employed at the level of

the volunteer corps. As a result of the author's involvement at Mohawk

College in the study and training of a group of students who wished to

become community services leaders, it became possible to assign some of these

students to schools or school systems to assist in the development of vol-

unteer and other community programs. One of the persons so assigned was

Mr. Maurice Willock, who served his practical work as an organizer of the

volunteer corps at St. Thomas More. Mr. Willock worked under the direction

of the author and the Dean of Services in the school and performed functions

such as recruiting volunteers, the identifying of students with special
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needs, the organizing of tasks identified or prescribed by the teaching staff,

the assigning of related functions or tasks to volunteers, and the overall

supervision of a number of volunteers whose activities were mainly in remedial

instruction. While Mr. Willock made an important contribution to this aspect

of the volunteer program, one should not assume that the presence of an out-

side cuordlnator is essential to the program. Had he not been present, the

Dean of Servicos would haw: included his functions in his own list of re-

sponsibilities within the school. In that respect then the additional help

was merely an extension of some functions of the Dean of Services. Because

the workload of the Dean of Services was particularly heavy during the year

under study, the services of the additional officer on a part-time basis

was particularly helpful, but should not be regarded as en essential in-

gredient of such a plan.

A brief description of the physical organization of the school may

be useful to the reader. Thqre are approximately 800 students at St. Thomas

More. The main learning areas are e very large open space surrounding a

learning resource centre, and a smaller open space on another floor. The

larger open space is used mainly for instruction in mathematics, English,

French, history, and geography. The smaller open space is designed as a

very large science, laboratory. Other subjects such as industrial arts, home

economics, physical education, music, etc. are conducted In separate smaller

units designed in keeping, with the needs of the subject concerned.

It is important to note that a very large amount of the instruction is

conducted in various forms of team teaching units. In general, a part of

the open space area is designated to a particular subject, and the teachers
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assigned to that subject work as a team in that area. While team leader-

ship is evident within each subject area, the functions of leadership tend

to be shared by members of the particular team. Individual staff members

may work at different times with very large groups, class groups, small

groups, and individuals. In some subjects, particularly mathematics, the

students progress at more or less their own rate, and as a result a great

deal of the instruciion takes the form of individual assistance when pro-

blems arise. On the other hand, some subject areas are conducted mainly on

a class basis with the entire class receiving more or less the same in-

struction at the same time. In classes in French instruction, for example,

it is common practice for the entire class to take the same instruction. A

visit to the large open area would establish that a wide variety of teach-

ing practices and group arrangements are in evidence at any point in time.

The two main observers in the current project, the author and Dr. Robert

Kenzie, were from time to time asked to observe or comment on general aspects

of the learning environment in the school, in addition to the documentation

of, the functions described later in this chapter, even though the general

observations would not ordinarily be considered a part of the observers

functiOns. No doubt the request for such observations wore in recognition

of the objective nature of such observations, and were motivated by the

fact that the program in the school was new. The most apparent aspect of

the learning environment in the school is related to the very high degree of

attention to the individual needs and progress of the students. A contrast

between the most individualized aspects of the open area and the most class-

orientated activities has been provided in the previous paragraphs. In the
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special subject areas similar patterns, with a high degree of flexibility,

can be observed. Perhaps the most interesting application of individual

attention is provided in the home economics area, where the students appeared

to he constantly engaged in practical tasks, with the teacher spending almost

all her time on individual teaching. In fact in this environment no group

teaching was observed. The high level of involvement of the students both

here.and in other areas in practical tasks is one of the highlights of the

program. Accompanying the individual tasks there appears at times to be some

apparently irrelevant student behavior. However the two observers on re-

flecting on such behavior concluded that the amount of apparently wasted

time is no greater than and perhaps not as great as with more traditional

teaching procedures, particularly when one recognizes that it is not possible

to tell whether all students are in fact fully engrossed in the lesson in

large-group teaching situations. Another noteworthy feature of the organi-

zation of the school was the use of periods in the day which appeared to be

totally free of instruction, and in which students could move about, plan

work with other students or teachers. or engage in recreational activities.

Considerable use is made of the public address system in the school to

maintain communication concerning policies, attendance, changes in program,

etc. There is a great deal of freedom of movement within the school, and

a visitor is likely to encounter small groups of students in hallways and

empty rooms at almost any time of the day. The students seem to be both

happy and involved in the program of the school, and from casual observations

and comments one concludes that the students are proud of their school.
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RECRUITMENT AND ASSlGNMENT OF VOLUNTEERS

Because the author's interest was mainly in the euestion of the function

of volunteers as a component of the total array of functions of the school,

his major focus was on the volunteers themselves. Therefore it became a

natural activity of the author in the school to assist the school with the

development and extension of its volunteer program. The school had already

developed a program in which a number of volunteers were working on a con.;

tinuous and fairly high level basis within the school. In addition to this

well established corps of volunteers, the author, accompanied by Mr. Willock,

assisted in the recruitment and assigning of an additional corps of vol-

unteers.

Softie distinction between the tasks performed by these two groups of

volunteers was evident. Tho corps recruited by the school attended on a

more regular basis and with an apparently higher level of commitment, and

tended to be assigned on a more regular basis to individual staff members,

with whom they worked, often in cooperation with the instructional activities

of the teacher or the-learning area in question. A typical example would

be the services in the French program provided by volunteers who wore highly

efficient in Oral French and were thus able to reinforce the instruction

provided by the teacher. The second corps of volunteers, with which the

author and Mr. Willock were engaged, were recruited mainly to,help out with

a wide range of remedial problems in the school. In general this corps of

volunteers served for a shorter total period of time, and in all represent'd

a smaller total volunteer contribution than did the original corps.

While the original corps of volunteers presented relatively few problems
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with respect tc regularity of attendance, lovti of commitment, competency,

etc., much loss success was achieved with the second corps recruited to

assist with remedial instruction. We had considerable difficulty in re-

cruiting an adequate number of volunteers to servo 'n this activity, and

it required much work on the part of those in charge to maintain this corps.

A number of reasons may account for the difficulty in establishing and

maintaining a corps of volunteers to help with the remedial program in a

secondary school. It may be that in this school the most highly committed

volunteers had already been recruited into the regular program. A more

probable explanation of the difficulty was in the volunteerls perception

of the work to be done. Even though we assured them that the tasks we would

be giving them would be relatively easy for them to carry out, the fact

that secondary school mathematics was a major area for such remedial work

no doubt frightened away many of the adults whom we contacted. A more

fruitful approach to the recruitment of volunteers to assist with remedial

programs in secondary schools might be to recruit volunteers for more

general activities and then to gradually introduce them to specific low-

level remedial tasks.

In planning for the services of the volunteers, those in charge in-

vited teachers to identify pupils with learning difficulties, particularly

in the mathematics area. We then worked with the teachers to determine

methods of identifying the specific difficulties that students were having.

We started with the simple analysis of problems in multiplication, addition,

division, subtraction, etc. Using flash cards it was relatively easy for

volunteers to help students identify such low-level difficulties and to
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prescribe practices which would alleviate these problems. These included

drill sessions both at home and with the volunteers. Next, the staff ident-

ified particular facets of the mathematics program on which students could

be tested, given rmedial instruction, and provided with drill. These in-

volved mainly operations ordinarily taught in elementary school and consid-

ered essential to efficient mathematical operation in the secondary school.

The remedial program in mathematics was limited to this range of remedial

practices, mainly as a result of our failure to recruit as large a volunteer

corps as would have been essential to have resolved adequately these remedial

needs and then to extend such practices to higher levels and to other sub-

ject areas.

INTERACTION AMONG TEACHERS, PARAPROFESSIONALS AND VOLUNTEERS

The most noteable feature of the intpraction among the three levels of

instructional staff was the relatively small amount of time of that such

interaction seemed to require. Many of the paraprofessionals were university

students who had considerable competency in the subject area in which they

were working. Similarily, the volunteers obviously had a firm grasp of what

they were expected to do from day to day. As a result both groups received

minimal guidance from the teacher in charge. In tabulating the activities

of these groups the amount of time spent in interaction was included under

the headings for planning on the observation sheets. in most cases it in-

volved figures under 10 per cent of the time, and was only one component

in the total amount of time allocated to planning, with the more significant

amount of such time being specific planning with pupils.
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The quality of interaction among the three groups could be described

as being friendly, efficient and democratic. There was considerable sharing

by all parties involved with respect to the ideas presented and accepted.

The location for such intrsction was not limited to the classroom. In fact

the paraprofessionals and the volunteers appeared to use the staff room as

much as did the teachers. In the science area the paraprofessional had a

desk in the science office. In general the interaction among the groups

was related to explanations of specific procedures to be followed in super-

visingi, instructing or remediating student activities. It was obvious that

all three groups were engaged a considerable amount of the time in activities

which have been categorized as instruction and supervision.

TEACHER EVALUATION OF PARAPROFESSIONALS AND VOLUNTEERS

A number of teachers were interviewed concerning their impressions of

the competency and contributions of the paraprofessionals and volunteers.

On the basis of the information derived in these interviews, one can con-

clude that the teachers in general were satisfied with the contributions of

both of these levels of additional assistance. They reported that both

groups of helpers made a significant contribution to the- school program this

year. In the case of both kinds of helpers the staff expressed the view

that more such persons could be profitably engaged in the school and that

this would be an improvement in the program. They felt that some-selection

criteria should be established for the allocation of volunteers.

Some of the paraprofessionals and some of the volunteers appeared to be

highly qualified for the kinds of tasks that they were assigned. The uni-

versity students, of course, brought a particularly strong background in
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certain subjects into the program. One of the full-time paraprofessionals

was highly qualified in chemistry, and plans to go into teaching, and as a .

result seemed to be extremely useful in,the science laboratory both in such

technical tasks as maintaining equipment and in the individual teaching of

students working on individual lab assignments. Similarly some of the vol-

unteers had particularly strong backgrounds in some of the subject areas in

which they were working; particular reference is made to the home economics

program and the Oral French program in this respect.

The author had numerous opportunities for gathering informal infor-

mation about the teachers' evaluations of their additional helpers, and

rarely were any comments made of a negative or critical nature. It was

obvious that the teachers could identify sufficient individual needs in their

teaching areas to'keep all of the helpers profitably engaged most of the

time.

TIME DISTRIBUTION BY THE FIVE LEVELS OF STAFF

The predominant activity of the project team involved the collecting

of data for making a comparative analysis of the time distribution by function

for each of the five levels of staffing identified above. For the purpose

of collecting data the Hedges' Taxonomy of Classroom Functions was employed.

Most of the data could be collected by direct observation; in fact all the

data for teachers, paraprofessionals and volunteers were collected by this,

means. Most of the data for the deans and the principal were derived from

an analysis of the work schedules of the persons concerned. This,analysis

was verified by an interview with the individual concerned. The taxonomy
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provides for twenty-one functions. However because it was difficult to

distinguish among various functions in such categories as motivation, plan-

ning and instruction, particularly from interview data, it was decided to

classify the time distribution by broad categories of functions rather than

by individua) functions. Thus all the time was categorized under the fol-

lowing broad categories: planning; motivation; instruction; guidance and

support; ;:valuation; supervisjon; and technical and non-technical activ-

ities..

The reader is reminded that the taxonomy of classroom functions employed

in the study, and the accompanying manual are found in the appendix of this

report. An examination of the 21 function in the taxonomy will enable the

reader to understand the logic of the seven broad categories in which these

functions have been grouped for the purposes of the present report.

A summary of the findings is presented in"Tables 13 and 14, first in

percentage form and then in a bar graph which shows pictorially the compar-

isons in time distribution for the five levels of staffing,

It should be pointed out that there are a number of .weaknesses in the

process of collecting the data. However, most of these do not seriously

affect the information provided in the tables. Because of the large number

of people involved it was not possible to observe all of the, people in each

level, or in all cases to observe for identical periods of time. However,

no deliberate selection was made within each level, and it is believed that

those not observed were similar in their time allocations to those observed

in the study. As in.any statistical procedure which groups together raw

,data some information is lost. For example, some individuals spent almost
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TABLE 14 Bar Graph Showing Time Devoted to Various Functions by the Five Levels
of Staff.
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all their time in one or two functions, but this fact is not apparent in

the totals for the respective lev0s. This loss of information is partic-

ularly critical with the volunteers. It was noted that some volunteers

devoted almost all of their time to instruction, others to remedial teach-

ing, others to technical tasks; etc. However, in the tables it appoars as

if tho volunteers may each have performed a wide range of functions.

A comparative analysis of the summaries of Tables 13 and 14 provides

some interesting distinctions in the time distribution of the various

levels of staffing. It is interesting to observe that all five levels

spent important amounts of time in planning, with the principal and deans

using the greatest relative proportions of their time for this function.

It is rather surprising to note that both the paraprofessionals and the

volunteers spent more time on specific planning with students than did

teachers. This fact in part may be accounted for by the probability that

much of the teacher's planning was conducted outside of classroom hours.

A most significant finding was that teachers and paraprofessionals

spent 47 per cent and 39 per cent respectively of their time on instruction.

These figures for both groups exceed by large amounts the general findings

about the time distribution of teachers and of paraprofessionals. For

example, Hillsum (1972) reports that teachers spend only 26 per cent of

their time on instruction. The author interprets these figures as being

products both of the team organization and individualized instruction in the

school and of the effect of having paraprofessional and volunteers perform-0

ing some of the other functions arid im particular the technical functions.

Probably the evidence of teachers spending almost half their time on in-
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struction represents the most important effect of the program and also re-

presents an important contribution of the paraprofessionals and volunteers

to the overall program of the school..

It is noted that relatively little responsibility for motivation was

given to the paraprofessionals and to the volunteers. This situation

probably indicates that the tasks given to these groups of people by teachers

were already highly identified by the teachers, and required little delib-

erate motivation. Alternately, it may indicate a lack of understanding of

motivation by the assistants.

Surprisingly enough the paraprofessionals and volunteers performed

relatively little of the supervisory work in the school. The author has
.--

fodnd that in most elementary programs volunteers are given large amounts

of supervisory responsibility. Obviously in the existing program ;host of

the supervision is retained by the teachers. Apparently this situation re-

lates to the age levels of the students concerned.

It can be expected that both the paraprofessionals and. the volunteers

would be engaged in fairly large amounts of technical and non-technical

work in the school. It was found that paraprofessionals spent 17 per cent

of their time and volunteers 27.per cent in the broad function described

as technical and non-technical. However, one interesting aspect of this

distribution was noted, namely that in the'non-technical area no volunteer

time was recorded , a fact which suggests that the paraprofessionals perform

many of the lowest level jobs in the classroom, most of which are related

to what might ordinarily be called household.chores such as distributing

and collec4-ing materials, moving furniture, etc. The avoidance by the

teachers of non-technical assignments for volunteers is healthy evidence of
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the fact that teachers sense that volunteers must be given tasks which are

reasonably challenging if they are to be both motivated and rewarded for

such activities. The absence of any evidence of non-technical work by

volunteers runs counter to the initial notion stated by many teachers,

namely that volunteers should perform mainly the housework functions of the

classroom.

Because the second corps of volunteers referred to above spent most of

their time in identifying and assessing particular remedial problems of stu

dents and then of providing remedial instructions, it is not surprising to

note that 41 per cent of the volunteersi time was spent in evaluation and

remediation. No doubt this figure is unusually high for a volunteer pro-

gram, and represents the specific assignment to remedial work to a degree

not likely to be seen where such a focus in not provided.

It is noted that considerable guidance and support' was given by the

principal 'and the deans including the student services counsellor. On see-

ing the figures in the table these individuals contended that they thought

that the figures were actually low and that in a typical Week they would be

spending more than the percentages shown in guidance and support activities.

It is noted that the deans performed a number of functions In addition

to planning and guidance and support, and according to the data spent over

20 per cent of their time in instruction and supervision.

Probably the most significant observations that can be taken from the

summaries are as follows:

1. One effect of the additional levels of staffing was that teachers

were able to approximately double the percentage of their time over what
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teachers ordinarily give. to instruction.

2. The percen;tane of the teacher's time on instruction, when accom-

panied by the percentages of instructional time by paraprofessionals and

volunteers, indicates that in this school a vastly higher proportion of adult

time is given to instruction than in most situations. Obviously this means

that far more of the instructional services of the adults were given to

meeting individual needs of students.

3. The reasonably large percentages of time given to technical and

non-technical functions by both the paraprofessiOnals and the volunteers

indicate that teachers were relieved of many of the non-professional activ-

ities of the school, a fact which accounts in part for the sharp increase

in the percentage of time spent on instruction.

4. The activities of four of the groups in evaluation and remediation

indicate that this function in the school was performed to a much higher

extent than in typical programs. The presence of the volunteer corps in

particular markedly increased the amount of remedial instruction.

5. A remarkable, amount of time was spent on planning, and included

both broad planning and specific planning with students. One suspects that

the fact that the program of the-school is new accounts in part for the

large allocations of time to planning activities.

It would be useful to have comparative data for these teachers if para-

professionals and volunteers were not present. While such a comparison might

not be possible within this school, it should be pClessible to find a control

school using open space and team teaching, with such school serving as a

control for such comparison.
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A further study which could to conducted within the school under the

existing arangements would be a comparison of the time allocations of the

teachers in time periods when paraprofessionals and/or volunteers were

present in their area with allocations when neither of these two levels

of additional staffing was present. For example, it would be interesting

to determine whether teachers are able to sustain the allocation of their

time in ways which enable them to spend almost half their time in in-

structicxel tasks.

The present study is not able to determine the degree to which the

allocation of time by the present staff was a function of the individualized

program, team teaching approach and open space areas, or of the additional

help provided by the paraprofessionals and volunteers. This question could

be answered if a study were made of the time allocations of teachers with-

in the school who make use of these extra helpers as contrasted with

teachers who might agree to avoid using such help for the period of the study.

An obvious question concerning the information gathered in this study

has to do with whether the data would be replicated in a similar modified

plan for differentiation of staff in other schools. Any prediction on

this question must be tempered by the fact that the differentiated staffing

plan, the team teaching organization, t ;o individualized approach to in-

struction, and the open space area, probably all contributed to the greater

amounts of time devoted to instruction. In order to produce the effects

documented In this study it is probable that these components would'be

required. Nevertheless it seems probable, on inspection of the functions

performed by the paraprofessionals and volunteers, that many of these
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could be performed within more traditional secondary school organizational

plans, and such activities would in turn be expected to produce certain

changes in the time allocations of teachers. Earlier studies on the effects

of volunteers (Hedges, 1972) and of paraprofessionals (Bay City, Michigan,

1960) show that at the elementary school level additional help has a marked

effect on the allocation of teacher's time, with greatly increased time

devoted to instruction. In view of the data collected in this study it

seems probable that the findings in traditional elementary school programs

could be at least in part replicated at the secondary school level.

Because the present project is part of a long-term study of volunteer

help, a few additional comments about volunteers at St. Thomas More are in

order. At this school in addition to the activities of volunteers docu-

mented in this study, numerous general activities more or less unrelated to

the classroom or to instruction were also performed by highly committed and

competent volunteers. For example, some aspects of the recreational and

lunch programs are handled by volunteers. Many office procedures were

supported by volunteer help. Finally, one of the largest and most inter-

esting activities of volunteers was observed during June 1973 when a team

of interested volunteers assumed almost the entire responsibility for

arranging the numerous details of the time-table for the next school year.

This highly complex, frustrating, and time-consuming job was done so com-

petently that the principal has reported to the author that the only addi-

tional work that was required on his part was a minor adjustment of a number

of periods caused by special considerations not generally known at the time

the time-table was Fet up by the volunteers.



It can be concluded that the vnlunteer program at St. Thomas More

is an important part of the schools prc.,.;ram, not only as it relates to

the instruction and general organization of the school but also in terms

of continuing community support. It will be interesting to observe the

ways in which the staff is able to extend and apply the information learned

this year, and particularly to broaden the corps of volunteers who made it

possible to enhance the instructional program of the school.

it
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CHAPTER 3

Using Volunteers in an Individualized Reading Program

The third program in the present project, entitled Program F, is

based on a plan for increasing the amount of volunteer help in an individ-

ualized reading program in order that the level of readiness of the student

may become the basis for new instruction in reading. A deliberate aspect

of such a plan is a procedure developed and organized by the teachers

concerned for vertical integration of the students across the existing

grade structures.

Because this program was intended to be an extension of an existing

program, Victoria Public School in St. Catharines (Lincoln County Board of

[Education) was selected as the school in which to develop it. Victoria

School already had a highly developed volunteer program; in fact one of

the classrooms at Victoria School was the locale for the radical proposal

dealing with the reorganization of teacher time in the report entitled

Using Volunteers in Schools.

Initially, the teachers of the kindergarten through grade 3 were to be

involved in the program. The vertical reorganization scheme was to be left

in the hands of the teachers to develop in order that we could find out

whether the additional volunteer manpower, could in fact be deployed

adequately by th3 staff to enable them to get the time required for planning

the reorganization and for meeting the individual needs of students within

the reorganizational plan selected. Thus, the additional help was intended

to Meet two needs: planning time for teaching staff, and additional help

to individual students under the teacher's direction,
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For a number of reasons the greatest amount of additional volunteer

help was eventually devoted to the kindergarten and grade one classrooms

in the school. One reason for this outcome was that the teachers concerned

had already experienced volunteer programs to some degree and appeared to

be secure about proceeding with them. There also seemed to be a higher

level of commitment to the plan by these teachers. Some of the other

teachers appeared to be insecure about other adults in the classroom, or

may not have been able to give the additional time required initially to

reorganize their own work so that they could capitalize on the additional

help. The previous program of the school had apparently explored almost

completely the available parental assistants in the school community, and

it may have been that earlier loyalties to certain teachers influenced

the availability of volunteers for some of the other teachers.

In all, approximately twenty-five parent volunteers were engaged in

a regOar basis in the program, each working approximately one -half day per

week in the school.. Of this group twenty-one were identified basically

with the kindergarten classroom and the two grade one classrooms. In

general they worked during the mornings, concentrating their time on the

reading program. In addition some of them assisted with the arithmetic

program. From teacher interviews it was determined that the volunteers

were regular in attendance, dependable in the assignments given, and capable

of carrying out the teacher's instructions in the work assigned to them. In

addition to the regular corps a number of other parents who had other duties

that restricted their involvement frequently visited when they had additional

time and were thus able to meet varicus long-term classroom needs which

could be postponed until the time when they were available.
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As a result of the planning time made available to them the teachers

developed their own plan for vertical reorganization of the pupils in the

primary division. This involved mainly cross-grouping among the various

classrooms, and was limited almost exclusively to the reading program. The

first children to be cross-grouped were those who obviously required skills

at a grade level lower than the grade in which they were registered. This

need of course was an outcome of the school's plan for continuous progress

of the youngsters. A typical example of this procedure was the placing of

a number of grade one children in the readiness units of the kindergarten

for particular periods of time.

The second aspect of the vertical integration involved sending to a

higher grade level a number of children who obviouSly were ahead of the

various groups in their own classroom and who were sent on a trial basis to

the higher reading level. Some of them were found to be not ready for this

program and were returned to the basic group from which they had come.

The third dimension of the vertical grouping was the identification'of

pupils who could be sent to a younger or older classroom for particular

skills such as vocabulary, phonics, etc. These pupils were fitted into

existing programs at the other grade level. Apparently few if any other

special provisions had to be made. This procedure typified the work-saving

aspect of the plan for vertical integration, in view of the fact.that neither

teacher involved had to prepare additional work for the pupils concerned.

These types of transfer of pupils in the reading program continued

throughout the year. Obviously the procedures required a flexible plan of

reorganization, opportunities for the teacher to identify particular

needs of individual children, and opportunities to discuss progress on a

continuing basis w4th the other teachers. In some respects the organization
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plan actual ly reduced teacher work because it provided for a morn efficient

grouping of the children so that-teachers did not have to prepare lessons

for additional small groups at the two extremes in the range of reading

levels within each classroom.

The main activities of the teachers during the reading period each

morning involved diagnosing reading difficulties, determining levels of

readiness for reading and teaching new skills to individuals or small

groups of children. In addition, the teachers spent some time each day

listening to individual children read. However, the bulk, of the oral reading

was heard by the parents. In fact, this' represented by far the largest

use of parent time, and constituted the most important contribution of the

parent to the program. The reading assignment for each student each day

was recorded in an individual progress book for each pupil. In this book

the parent also recorded observations concerning the child's progress and

any difficulties encountered. In this way the teacher provided not only

for special directions to assist the volunteer, but also was assured of

a continuing vehicle for communication about and monitoring of the progress

of the individual child. The author's observations of this procedure

leads him to believe that this is an almost ideal procedure for monitoring

pupil progress and determining the level of readiness of the individual

learner. In addition, it provides on a continuing basis an ideal form of

communication among all the parties involved.

In structured interviews teachers were asked to identify the specific

tasks carried out by volunteers, parficularly as they related to the

individualized reading program. In order of the amount of time given by
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parents to the program, the following activities predominate: listening

to individual children reading orally; asking individual children questions

about the story they have read; practising word drills; introducing new

words to individual pupils; working with individual children using specific

training materials; marking pupils' work; reading to groups of children;

preparing teacher-directed materials such as word lists, stencils, etc.; and

testing individual children on word recognition, alphabet knowledge, etc.

In addition, certain parents printed stories dictated by the children who

were not ready to print their own stories. The volunteers also performed

many other tasks of the classroom which were more or less unrelated to the

individualized reading program. These activities included drilling in

mathematics, remedial instruction in mathematics, marking pupils' work,

assisting with the housework aspects of the classroom, cutting stencils,

entering information on various report's, helping children with clothing,

working on bulletin boards, etc.

The teachersteachers reported'a number of important changes U' their oWn work.

Most important to the' teachers was the fact that time was available to them

for planning together the reorganizational and diagnostic aspects of:the-

program. They reported that much More time than in previous years was

given to discussing programs, initiating and administrating program changes,

assessing the'growth of indhildual students and evaluating the results of

their activities and making revisions as required. In the process they

became much more aware of the individual needs and progresS of the pupils..

This benefit accrued not only from their own closer working relationship

with individual students but also from the constant communication in the



individual pupil's progress book. It was evident that'the observations of

parents contributed greatly to these insights about individual students.

Another benefit identified by the teachers was that much more time was

directed to initiating- now learning Lind much less to what the teacher

called routine listening to children read. The reorgahization of

teachers' activities resulted in each session with the individual child

having a deliberate purpose, usually related to diagnosing readiess or

problems, or initiating specific new reading skills. Another advantage

pointed out by the teachers was that children Who needed special help were

not only identified sooner but could receive on a one-to-one basis with the

teacher or a volunteer a much 'longer-period without' Interruption by other

pupils. The teachersnoted that the amount of adult time-spent with each

individual was multiplied several times:.

[ significant finding, in the view of the author was that the teachers

werpable to initiate, marntain and administer' both the retrganizational

change and the volunteer program, with a minimum of outside help. During the

'first year in this 50=1, when the volunteer program was first organized,

the p oject team contributed several hours weekly to recruiting, -training,

maintaining, adapting and supervising the volunteer program, in addition

to giving thO teacher concerned instruction in the reorganization of her

classroom. During the current program the outside help was deliberately

reduced in order to determine whether the teachers could themselves maintain

the volunteer program and at the same time initiate and administer the

reorganizational plan which they had conceived. The success that the

kindergarten and grade one teachers in particular had in carrying out this

is a tribute to their commitment both to the-individualized reading

0
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program and to the volunteer activities in the school, and is evidence

that with a measure of support either from outside team or from their

principal the teachers of primary sections in other schools would no doubt

be able to repeat _the experience of these teachers in order to meet individ-

ualized reading needs.

At the same time, tho reader should recognize that some of the teachers

had difficulties In maintaining a vaunteer program and of becomming

involved to n high degree in the plan for vertical integration of their

classes. While one is tempted to attribute these difficulties to what may

be perceived as ,a limited pool of volunteer help, a more probable explana-

tion has to do with teacher security and the commitment and assistance to

the program of educational leaders outside the classroom. It probably

is unrealistic to expect that a division of a school can maintain both

the volunteer program and a major organization program without substantial

help from either the principal or consultants.

The author proposes to explore a similar plan in at least two other

schools in the forthcoming school year, involving a procedure whereby both

the primary division and the junior division within each school attempt a

similar activity with the support of the principal and one or more outside.

leaders.

EVALUATION

Roference has been made in the proceeding sections to various aspects

Of evaluation of the program, namely teachers perception 47._-; the ability

and reliability of thevelunteers; documentation of the activities oCthe

volunteersvthe tee0ers! stated advantages to themselves, and the overall

successes and shortcomings in the teachers' attempts toreorganile and
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implement a plan for vertical integration. The one aspect of evaluation

which requires further reference is the area of benefits to students and

particularly student gains.

The general benefits to pupils are neatly summarized in a paragraph

in the final report of one of the teacherswho states,

"We feel that the children benefitted by the program. Certainly they

enjoyed it and we as teachers felt that we were meeting individual needs

and yet not spreading outselves too thinly. A greater concentration of

time was spent on particular skills in the classroom because the needs

were not as diverse and widespread as they normally are fin a classroom.

By cross-grouping, rather than merely by streaming classes, you can

constantly reassess and change the program as the children grow and change."

Evidence of the benefits to the student are shown in the formal

evaluation of student gains tabulated in Tables 15 to 26. In each of the

tables the information provided is a comparison between the growth of the

students in the grade one program matched against either control groups or

normative growth data in the particular area for a one year period. The

control test data are based on a grade one class in the school and a grade

one class,ii a neighbouring school. The normative growth data for the

tests employed is taken directly from the test norms for the age group.

Incidentally, it will be noted that both sets of data are quite similar.

The availability of the control data on the grade one classes, coupled

with the fact that tho grade one pupils were in the centre of the cross-

grading pattern and therefore probably derived the most benefits from it,

accounts for the use of the gradeone pupili as a group for eValuati,on. It

is UnlikelY that the students beyond the grade one level, where the amount
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of volunteer help wa.a less and the extension of the cross-grading grouping

was more limited, would show as large.pupil gains as those registered for

the grade one pupils.

Because of the importance to be placed on pupil gains as the ultimate

criterion for the success of the program, and because the evaluation was con-

cerned with differences in student gain over an extended period, a complete

pre-test and post-test design was employed. Individually administered tests

were used because of the age of the pupils. The Peabody .Individual Achieve-
,

mont Test was used-for the assessment of achievement in mathematics,

reading vocabulary, reading comprehension, and spelling, as well as a total

achievement score. These tests were adminsterrtd under controlled conditions

by experienced research officers from the Niagara Centre. Every care was

taken to obtain fair and object1ve results. On the basis of observations of

the testing procedures administered there is no reason to suspect any bias

which would benefit the experimental group over the normative data or the

control group data.

One special feature of the tables and graphs merits special attention.

in both the experimental data and the normative data the scores are shown for

the mean value of each of three mental age groups. The purpose of this treat-
-,

ment of the data is to enable the researcher to compare the growth gain; of

pupils in the bottom third, middle third, and upper third of the class, grouped

on the basis of mental age. Obviously this treatment retains much valuable,,

information which would be lost in determining averages for the .entire class

as one group. The procedure has the second value of taking into account the

''strong retatiohship betwe;in mental age and achievement.
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Tables 15 to 13 show the mfaen values in the four areas tested for each

of these mental age groups compared with expected results based on data

obtained from the combined control groups. Tables 19 to 22 show the mean

values for the thrsc, groups compared with the normative values. Tables 23

to 25 show the data for the experimental group and the normative values in

graphic form with Table 25 showing the total gain for each group. Table 26

shows the grade equivalent of the scores and gains for the mean of each of

the three mental age groups. It should bo noted that the totals in Tables

25 and 26 are based on the total.test,' and not merely on the totals of the

four sub-scores. The remainder of the test deals mainly with general infor-
..,

motion, the inclusion of which tended to depress the total scores for the top

and bottom mental age groups, and increases the scores for the middle group.

It will be seen in Tables 15 to 18 that the experimental group showed

larger growth gains than the control groups in the three reading sub-scores

and a lower gain in mathematic sub-scores. In Tables 19 to 22 one notes that

the experimental group showed growth rates higher than the normative values

in all but four instances two being of.equal rate aril the other two lesser

rate (for the middle 'mental eae group in reading comprehension and for the

lowest mental age group in speWing).

The gains in the four areas measured, and the total growth gains, shown

graphically in Tables 23 to25, provide the reader with the best general picture

of the comparative growth gains of the experimental Class with normative values.

Certain large gains, particularly in the two areas of reading and in spelling

are obviously impressive. When one notes that it is in these areas i.lat the

greatest concentration of parent help occurred, and that the special reorgani-

zation was related to me:)ting needs in these areas, one can attribute a are
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Mean Values of Peabody Individual Achievement Test, Mathematics
Subscore for Three Mental Age Groups in Each Class, Pre-test
and Post-test.

CLASS

--

1

M.A. ,

GROUP N

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

-M.A. MATH M.A.

82

MATH

21Experimental

.

Low 2,4 73 14

-vlid 13 80 16 92 26

High, 13 87 22 99 32

Expected

(based on 2
Low 14 70 1.9 85 25

controls) Mid 17 83 23 90 32

High 14 106 24 116 34

Post-test /

ef

Pre- est

70 80 90 100 110 120

MENTAL AGE

Experimental

-"I
- - COntrol Group
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Mean.Value3 of Peabody Individual Achievement Tett, Reading
Recognition for Three Mental'Aqe Groups in Each Class, Pre-
test and Post-test.'

CLA SS
M: A.

GROUP

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

M.A Recog. M.A. Recog.

Experimental

.

Low 14 73
1

15 82 24

30Mid 13 80 20 92

High
,

13 87 23 99. 35

Expected

(based on 2
controls)

Low
..

14 70 16 85 26

Mid 83 17 90 28

High 14 106 16 116 26

Post-test

Pre-test

70 80 90 .

.MENTAL AGE

we 110 120

Experimental

Control Group
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TABLE 17 Mean Values for Peabody lndividuai Achievement Test, Reding
Comprehension Subscore for Three Mental Age Groups in Each
Class, Pre-test and Post-test.

50

40

w
0

20

10

CL ASS

! PRE-TEST ., 1.1 POST-TEST
M. A.

1

GROUP

Low

L 1

Comp. : M.A.
i

Comp.

Experimental 14 73 15 I! 82 i 22

Mid , 13 60
11

19 92 ± 27

High 13 87 22 99 34

Expected

(based on 2
controls)

Low 14 70 16 .,- 85 26

Mid 17 83 16 90 26

High 14 1.06. 16 116 27

Post-tE st
00101.

Pf-e-test

70

waMs.re/....

-- 4

80 90 100 110 120

MENTAL AGE

1

&perlmentai

ContrOl Grobp



TABLE Id Mean Values of Peabody individual Achievement Test, Spelling
Subscore for Three Mental Ago Groups in Each Class, Pre-test
and Post-test.

50

40

Lu

0
C.)
tr)

30

20

CLASS
M.A.

GROUP N

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

M.A. Spell, M.A. Spell.

Experimental Low 14 73 15 82 21

Mid l3 80 1B 92 27

High 13 87 20 99 29

Expected

(based on 2
controls)

Low 14. 70 18 85 24

Mid 17 83 18 90 28

High 14 106 19 116 26

Post-test

Pre- st

gre "'""

70 -80 90 100 11.0 120

MENTAL AGE

Experimental,

Control Group,
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TABLE 19 Comparison of Moan values of the Peabody IndivIdual
Achievement Test, Mathematics Sub-test for three
Mental Age groups In the .experimental classes,' Pre-test

CLASS
M.A.

GROUP N

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

M.A. Matti M.A. Math

Experimental LOW 14 73 14 82

_

21

MID 13 80 16 92' 26

1--1Q.H 13 ....12____t_2291_____.

14 73 14 82 21

Normative
LOW

.

MID 13 80 16 92 25

HIGH 13 87 22 99
4.----,

31

90 100 110

Mental Age

Experimental
Normative
Post-test level-
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TABLE 20 Comparison of Mian vaiues of the Peabody,Individual
Achievement Test, Reading Recognition Sub-test for

three Mentel'hge groUps)n the experimentaljclasses,
Pre-test and Po.':;.test, using NOrmative Data.

CLASS

.1).
,

M.A.

GROUP N

PRE-TEST

12:111Recog,

POST-TEST

M.A. Recog.

Experimenta1
LOW 14

173
IIIIII 82 24

MID 80 20 92 30

H IQH 87. 21 99 15

LOW
173

15 82 24
Normative

MID. 80 20 92 26

HIGH 13 87 23 99 28
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TABLE 21. Domparl&on of Mean Values of the Peabody Individual

icchleyement Test, Reading.Comprehension Sub-test for
.,ee Mental Age groups In the experimental classes,

er e-test and Post -test, using Normative Data.

50 .

40

v.
0

.30

20.;

__--,,,,,,....

CLASS
M.A.

GROUP

---..

N

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

M.A. Comp. I M,A. Comp.

11111111

27

,c,Experim. a0t i
1J2q5f 14 73 15

82

1.0.0, 13 80 19 92

Nh"11 INN 22 1111111 ,

Normative
LCW

MID

HiGii

14
173

111111

13 187

15 1 82' 20

19 92 28

: 22 1 99 30



TABLE 22 Comparison of Mean Values of the Peabody Individual
Achievement Test, Spelfing.Sub-test for three Mental
Age groups in the experimental classes, Pre-test and
Post-test, using'Normative Data.

CLASS
M.A.

GROUP N

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

M.A. Spe11.1 M.A. Spell.

Experimental LOW 14 73 1q. 82 21

MID

MINI
13 I 80 18 I 92

: ..

Normative

------

LOW 1121111M 82.

MID 13 80 18 92 26

HIGH 13 187 20 99 27



TABLE 23 Graph showing growth gains
:sub-scores Of experimental t
:normative gr.owth Oink. both

n Mathematics and Readisig ReCognitipni
lasses compared with the expected
based on identical pretest levels.
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AiIE 24 Graph.showing growth gains in Reading COmprehenOlon and Spelling
'sub-scores of experimental classes compared with.the expected
normative growth gain, both based on identical pre-test levels.

1

High 4sow, Mtddte. _.High,:s
.SPELONG 1 ! I

.. 1. .1

. '

Pre4test Levet

Ncirma I grCrith t In

one echciol ;yerir"..

,1
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3:0

98'4

i

i

Graph showing growth gains in combined test Scores of expOrimental
classes compared withlhe expected normathie.grow Athain,lboth
based on identiOal;pre-testieiels
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part of the gain to the reorganizational plan and the volunteer help, indi-'

cating an overall success of the program in terms of pupil gain. .

An analysis of the pupil gains based on grade equivalents is equally

impressive. As noted, in all but four of the twelve cases studied gains in

excess of 1.0 years'. growth was dodumented, with.two of the remainder being

1.0 years, and the other two being .9 and .7 'years, one for each,of two mental

age groups. Some of the growth gains, particularly in reading recognition

and reading comprehension are outstanding. The greatest gains in these two

areas were made by pupils in the highest mental age group, a finding which

suggests that the volunteer help enabled this group to proceed with new

vocabulary at a higher rate than expected. The abthor also anticipates that

these pupils were most inclined to seek additional help when needed, rather

than to wait for the teachers and volunteers to identify their heeds. The
/-

greatest overall growth gain, however, was made by the middle group, an out-

come which repeats the finding in the.previous volunteer study in the same

school. Again, the teachers' own daily observations predicted this outcome;

the teachers stated that the volunteer program enabled students in.the middle

of the group, who ordinarily are overlooked, to receive a fair share.of

adult attention. No doubt the reorganizational plan, which demanded a con-

stant monitoring of pupil progress, also contributed to the increased attention

to the middle group.

This program has demonstrated that a division of a school can plan and

initiate a reorganizational change and can-also maintain and administer 1,1

volunteer program, and can combine these two activities to produce demonstrated

pupil gains over both a control group and the normative gains for the grade

level concerned. A program of this kind makes two contributions that are_of
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concern to teachers: greater opportunities to work with other teachers, and

demonstrated improvements in pupil growth. For these reasons a 'study of this

kind if widely disseminated should improve both teacher satisfaction and pupil.

. performance in many'schools.

The fact that the teachers in this program-were able to bring about

these two related innovations with a minimum of outside administrative or con-

sultative help encourages us to recommend the prooramto other schools: How-

ever, teachers are not likely to bring about this kind of double-headed change

without a measure of support and encouragement from both their principal and

outside consultants. Educational policy within a system must support this

kind of program if there is to be any hope that teachers will expend the

time and energy required to implement it. Evaluation practices within the

school system must focus on direct evidence of student growth if teachers are

to be expected to implement programs of this type. Finally, the idea of,

capitalizing on volunteer assistance in a school community must receive con-

tinuous approval and support from educational leaders if teachers are to

continue to explore the ways in which such assistance can be utilized to

bring about improved programs.

In conclusion, this report establishes that the three relatively small

and limited programs in this project have brought-about improvements in school

practice'. However, the preparation and dissemination of this report alone will

do relatively little to change general school practice. The Niagara Centre

will continue to disseminate the results of this project, in cooperation with

the Ministry and with local school officials. But if the hiplications of this

and similar projects are to produce real benefits in schools throughout the
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province the author believes that the Ministry must Continue to encourage

both .school boards and its own consultants to study, evaluate and encourage

projects which demonstrate practical benefits in schools.
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VOLUNTEER PARENTAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT

G. Hedges

Niagara Centre, The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

AN OPERATIONAL MODEL

The operational model for developing and implementing a
program of volunteer parental assistance in elementary schools is

presented as a comprehensive plan which can be applied or modified
to meet the conditions and needs of any elementary school that wishes
to formulate a.systeffiatic volunteer program. The l model has been

implemented successfully in.a number of schools with minor modific-
ations.

Because any plan reflects certain objectives, the major
goals of the present model should be identified. They are the en-
hancing of pupil achieVement as an outcome of improved parental
attitudes; improved home-school communication; significant additional,
help in the classroom; and the improvement of parents' "teaching"
skills.

It will be noted that the phases, and steps and sub-steps
of the model arc in chronological order, Also mentioned are proposed
materials at points where they apply. The initials S, P, T, and V
refer to the groups or persons who bear the main responsibility for
initiating and/Or implementing the step, namely:. Staff, i.e. prin-
cipal and teachers (S); Principal (P); Teachers (T); and
Volunteers (V).



OUTLINE OF THE MODEL

PREPARATION PHASE

Analysis of readiness

2. Identification of the major needs of the school

3, Identification of alternative so)utions, including
volunteer assistance

Discus4lon. of potential of volunteer program
study information. concerning existing prectiSes

- - add books, manuals to professional library

(see bibliography in appendix)

visit established programs (optional)

- gather informatien.concerninq objectives
(see objectives list in appendix)

5. Decision to proceed with plan
- - reach general commitment.

- - identify participating staff members

(s)

(s)

(s)

(s)

(s)'

6. Agreement on objectives of program
- set up an order of priority of major objectives (S)

7. Identification of guidelines for long -range evaluation of prpgram (S)

8. Preparation of list of initial tasks for volunteers
(see initial task lists in appendix) (S)

RECAUITMENT PHASE

1. General information meeting with parents ,(optional)'
- involve existing parent organization (optional)

2. Decisions on recruitment policies
- - test policies `against objectives

decide on gen e-ral types or pools of Volunteer service
.(regular, on-call, talent bureau)

3. Preparation of recruitment letter with attached questionnaire
(see sample letter and questionnaire in appendix)

4. Organization of files of volunteers in each pool

5.. Evaluation of recruitment procedures
- publish list of volunteers to staff
- assess success of procedure

- - plan, if necessary, to enlarge initial pool by alternate recruit-
ing procedure, e.g., telephone, interview, or home visit

i 1

(s)

(S)

(P)

(P)

(P)
(S)

(P)



MU:TION

1, vel,:naers

iiri obl:..cLivos,advontpges of plan

oL.::1 ne:-.1i procedures

ei.swer major concern:, of parents

I.

concerning assignmont, responsibility,
;;ttencLInc procedures, etc. (P)

. (or cect.ion of volunteers For each teacher or team (S)

fcr' YJIrnteer participation

-'7 rb1 nfj rosponsibility of volunteers (r)

:-.;r:rcedures (r)

r,-7,1J7/ vnlcnteers.to i-f!:-,sioned areas (T,V.)

sur.P.Jier., etc. (r)

iritin: tasks (r)

(r.v)

,
..Tcf-nec- o, comm!..n1c9tion

- - v....!criteer's activities

,,,r1Jcatiornts

ip task necassavy

tc public concerning initial phase-

(T)

(T.V.)

(r.v.)

(Fe)

1. Sub:...1 f,f,ricpaLton 1:.; scheduled volunteers (V)

2. Frcrxdurcor. "prrtinj" volunteers to More demanding tasks

0 - f-ssessobil;ty and reli;ability of volunteer and needs of the

End retie:ft i5tcirest:, of volunteer (r)

cm,munication (T. v) .

3; P1,,..x11,:g of irf.-Irml tnir.y SeSSi0115.as requitred toscarry out
spacifcrols.r, (serac:dial, library procedures, etc.) (S)



Planning of informal training sessions as requjred .

to carry out specifi roles (remedial, audio-visfial, library
proCedures etc.)

A. Procedures for dealing with major difficulties

- maintain frank discussion? of concerns and revise
tasks as required

- - re-assign certain volunteers after consultation with staff

(s)

(T)

- recruit from on -call corps to fill in for emergency absenteeism (P,T)

5. Procedures for involving "on call" pool (a) as replacements;
(b) for special periodic needs

o. Procedures for classifying resources of "talent bureau" and
making information available to staff

- -- plan general procedures for contact with resource volunteers

- consider, use of a volunteer for contacts

7. Attention to.staff requests for additional regular assistance

- -,conduct second "wave" of recruitment
explore.possibility of volunteers as recruiters

- - assess possible'transfer-from other pools to regular pool

EVALUATION PHASE.

1. Development of evaluation procedures

- reaffirm priority of objectives
)

- analyse effectiveness of daily evaluation and communication

identify, main criticisms and weaknesses

2. Meeting of principal (or staff) and volunteers
after initial implementation

- establish a purpose and suitable interval after initial meeting, (P)

(P)

(P)

(P)

(P)

- - explore informally expressed attitudes and outcomes from parents'
point of view (S,V)

- - discuss criticisms, suggeStions, and questions.from
volunteers (S,V) ';



3 Assessmentiof outcomes of above meetings, and Modification of
procedUres as merited (5)

Formal evaluation in keeping with priority of objectives(6-7. 10 months)
- assess attitudes of parents, teachers, pupils (S)

- assess effectiveness of volunteer service on extension of"
help to teachers

7 measure changes in teacher activity, i,e.,time spent in various
functions (see taxonomy, observation schedule, and manual)

- measure changes in amount of time spent by adults with individual
pupils (T)

(T)

- measure changes in amount of time.pupils spend in major activities
e.g., oral reading

- - assess effects of program on pupil perform6,,ce

5. Evaluation of the Mode)

EXTENSION PHASE

1. Revision of model in light. of evaluation (P)

2. Analysrs of need for special forms of coordination-of program
- assess additional administrative load (P)

- Consider relationship to-existing parent groups (S)

- - consider useofpne'or more volunteers as coordinators (S)-

- assign specific coordination roles to staff (S)

(s)

3. Addition,of subsequent groups of volunteers
- assess need for additional help (S)
- assess use made of oncall and "talent bureau" pools (S)
- record other major changes (S)

4. Procedures for transferring certain learning activities to homes
(optional)

- organize greup training 'sessions (5)'.

- prepare or provide parents' manual (S)

hold problem sessions (S)

- involve parents inevaluatien of their work (S)

5 Extension of model to meet broader or more specific needs
- -,assess potential for special 'education, individualized

instructien,'supervision to-permit staff time for curriculum-. (S)

deelopment, etc.

6. Policies and procedures concerning visitors (teachers and others) (S)

wishing to observe the program.



7. Development of basic organizational structure needed to:maintain
program into new school year without "re-starting" the model . (S)

u. Consideration of formai recognition of volunteers' service

Prepar4ition of year-end report to board of education, press, parents
and the community

consider value of having an or report made to board'by
a committee (principal, teacher, volunteer parent)

invite press to observe and describe program

document major aspects of program for school records, to
include samples.of forms, materials, and letterS used during
the introductory year



VOLUNTEER PARENTS' ASSISTANCE PROJECT

H. G. HFOCES

NIAGARA CENTRE, THE ONT iNSTiTUTE FOR STUDIES IN EDUCATION

Some Suggested Tasks for Volunteer Parents

Note: This list is not complete. We would appreciate your contributions
to the list. The tasks listed are not equally applicable to all
grade .levels. Many of these tasks would not be initial tasks for
the volunteer, but rather would be ones that volunteers could be
assigned as they, demonstrate ability and reliability.

Clerical

Collecting lunch and milk money

Requisitioning supplies

Keeping attendance records

Filing reports

Writing for free materials

Maintaining pupils' cumulative records

Entering marks in record books

Averaging marks

Entering marks on report cards

Keeping records of books pupils have read

Keeping inventory-t-rf-equipment and supplies

Preparing seating plans

Preparing library cards

Typing, duplicating stencils, etc.

Typing childrenls stories

Typing, duplicating class newspaper

Typing, duplicating school open letter to parents

Duplicating scripts for plays, etc.

Maintaining a file of representative work of each pupil

Filing resource materials for each unit

Setting up parent-teacher interviews
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Classroom Maintenance and Administration

Supervising seatwork

Supervising work areas

Mixing paints, etc.

Assisting with art aprons, drop cloths, etc.

Arranging instructional materials for lessons

Distributing, collecting, washing, storing equipment

Supervising clean-up time

Assisting with coats, overshoes, etc.

Keeping bulletin boards neat and current

Maintaining general housekeeping of room

Assisting with blackboard care

Writing assignments on blackboard

Preparing kindergarten refreshments

Arranging interesting study areas, such as reading

area, science corner, etc.

General Non-Instructional

Assembling related supolementary books

Selecting films, filmstrips for lessons

. Assembling, selecting pictures for lessons

Proofreading class newspaper, etc.

Collecting test papers, projects, homework, etc.

Assembling resource collections, indexing and storing,

e.g., artifacts, minerals, leaf prints, maps, etc.

Organizing a master picture file

Organizing a 35 mm filmslide file

Organizing filmstrips into an integrated collection,

catalogue and card file



Obtaining specific materials for science, social

studies lessons

General supervision of classroom at specific times

Supervising indoor games (breaks, rainy days, etc.)

Checking library books in and out

Helping pupils select library books

Making arrangements for special speakers

Supervising instructional games (e.g. math games)

Displaying pupil work in various ways

'Performing routine health tasks-measuring and recording

height, weight, routine eye chart

Administering routine first-aid

Attending sick or injured pupil

Telephoning re sick pupil; taking child home Owl necessary

Accompanying injured child to doctor, home or hospital

Telephoning re absentees

Telephoning, if necessary, to verify notes re pupil

leaving early, etc.

Supervise club meetings

Assisting or supervising special pupil committees (con-

structing, rehearsing, experimenting, etc.)

Helping pupils settle quarrers, disputes

Helping in organization, rehearsal, etc. of programs,

assemblies, etc.

Setting up special exhibits in classroom or school

Supervise individual study carrels

Monitoring study hall

Caring for pre-school children during teacher-parent con-
.

ferences, etc.
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Helping supervise field trips

Assistina with special 'errands'

Supervising tests.

Audit - Visual Assistance

Ordering, rewinding, returning films etc.

Reproducing snund tapes

Setting up and removing AV equipment

Operating projectors

Organizing, instructing pupils as AV operators

Preparing overhead projectuals

Revicwini films fi:mstrips

Preparing brief introductions as background for viewing

Maintaining AV equipment (oiling, cleaning lens and gates,

checking lamps, cords, etc. on regular schedule, such

as once per month). Perhaps one qualified father would

do this.

See also suggestions re master picture file, 35 mm slide file,

and Integrated filmstrip file and catalogue

Prepare catalogue of resource materials in school and

special resources (persons and materials) in the

community.

Instructional

Preparing objective tests, eg. spelling lists, marking

tests.

Preparing pupils' profiles

Checking homework

Checking record books using teacher criteria

Observing, describing specific behaviours
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Preparing instructional materials--fl-ash cards for mathe-

matics and reading, cutouts, sewing cards, alphabet

cards, drill card sets, transparencies, models, etc.

Collecting, organizing, arranging displays to be'used in

lessons.

Teaching a group to play an instructional game (e.g. math

game)

Preparing special learning material to meet indiOdual

needs or differences, e.g. special study guides,

sample programs, taping, reading or math material for

less or more advanced pupils, etc.

Teaching or re-teaching specific skills or concepts to

special groups

Tutoring individual pupils

Helping individuals with work missed because of absence, etc.

Reviewing content, skill of previous lessons

Repeating parts of lessons for slower learners

Assisting pupils with specific learning tasks and recording

in book or file for individual

Assisting with routine spelling, punctuation on request as

pupils write stories or compositions

Listening to pupils read orally; record difficulties

Instruct pupils in proper and safe use of tools and equipment

Teach etiquette, good manners, etc, to small groups

Listen to pupils read their own stories

Prepare special demonstrations in art, science, etc.

Provide musical accompaniment
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Tell stories to groups or class

Assist in group discussions

Help.pupils discover and select research and reference

materials

Dictate spelling, number drill work, etc.

Supervise groups in laboratory work-

Write assignements, etc. on blackboard-

Drili individuals or groups with word, 'phrase, phonetic

mathematics flash cards, identification cards, etc.:

Prepare and present lesson or unit. on an enrichment or

special interest topic.

. January 28, 1972.



VOLUNTEER PARENTS' ASSISTANCE PROJECT

H. G. HEDGES

NIAGARA CENTRE THE ONTARIO INSTITUTE FGR STUDIES IN EDUCATION

SOME SPECIAL IDEAS

Note: Most of these ideas will not apply equally well in all situations. Also

many of them do not apply to the initial stages of volunteer assistance, but may

be both practical and useful later on as volunteers demonstrate ability and

reliability. These ideas tend to be rather general in nature. For more

specific ideas refer to my supplementary list of classroom tasks.

1. No teacher should be expected to involve parent volunteers until he/she

wants their help and is able to identify various tasks or roles that volun-

teers can perform.

2. It is advisable to begin with one volunteer, who is prepared to work one-

quarter or one-half day per week on a regular basis,. With experience, volun-

teers may be added for other parts OF the week, and/or more than one volunteer

may be engaged for specific periods.

3. Before the volunteer is brought into the program he/she should meet

with the principal, and if possible, with the teacher, at which time general

school policies should be considered, the aims of the volunteer program'

should be discussed, the interests and abilities of the volunteer should be

identified, and the fact should be established that because the principal and

teacher are responsible for the program the volunteer will work in keeping

with school policy and under the guidance and dire.z.tion of the staff.

4. All parties concerned should recognize that misunderstandings and por-

Hems can usually be avoided if an open climate for communication is estab-

lished and maintained.
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5. All parties must realize that volunteer assistance programs inevitably

result in some degree of sharing of privileged or confidential information

about pupils, the teachers, and the school. To avoid problems, emphasize

that with respect to such information the assistant must maintain a profes-

sional attitude, and that in fact his/her increasing involvement in the

program will be influenced by the reliability shown.

6. Most volunteers will be motivated by intrinsic rewards, mainly the

satisfaction derived from knowing one is making a worthwhile contr?bution.

The volunteer, then must experience success in doing a worthwhile amount

of significant work. Consider then, the following: (a) making sure there

is enough for the volunteer to do, preferably with slightly more work organ-

ized than can be accomplished in the time available; (b) arranging some

reference by the teacher to the importance of the volunteer's work to the

class; (c) providing for 'feedback' by the teacher, and where appropriate,

by the pupils to enable the volunteer to evaluate his/her contribution;

(d) the identification and Gradual "promotion" to more complex, demanding

or responsible tasks as the volunteer becomes able to handle them; do not

assign tasks that are too difficult.

7. Periodically it may be useful to recognize volunteer aid In other ways;

reference at H & S or P T A meetings; article in newsletter or newspaper; a

social event; an annual report to the Boerd of Education; etc.

8. Consider the possibility of encouraging volunteers to recruit others

Into the program as needed.

9. Consider values of Keying a special work area in the school where the

volunteers can work at special tasks.
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10. Decide on the staff-volunteer relationships, e.g. coffee 'creak : staff

room, etc.

II. Establish a clear policy for occasions when a volunteer is unable to

be present.

12. When a volunteer assists more than one classroom, or several members

of a teaching team, decide in advance how his/her assistance is to be

allocated.

13. In addition to specific classroom tasks, volunteers might assist in

meeting some general need§ that may exist in a school, as follows:

a) Maintaining an individual file for each pupil. Representative

samples of the pupil's work, periodic tests, art, compositions, reading

Irsts, etc.. should be dated and filed weekly In the file. This file pro-

vides data for progress.reports, diagnosis, and parent-teacher interviews

and enables the teacher to "keep track" of the individual's work and

progress. Place work daily in a box for filing weekly by a volunteer.

t) in some schools that use volunteers to assist with individual work,

each pupil has an individu31 progress record book. In it the teacher writes

brief notes or assignments for the volunteer, relating to particular needs

of the pupii. The volunteer records tiie success or progress of the pupil

after the assignment has been carried out, and returns it to the teacher.

This record book is also valuable in parent-teacher interviews.

c) Librarians and library resource teachers make good use of volunteers

in;cataloguing, carding, shelving, and repairing books, thus freeing them

I, fo;- more time in helping teachers and pupils with reference work, planning,

and organization of resources for teachers' units.
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d) One, approach to the continuous need for good pictures to use in

lessons is the school or library picture collection. Volunteers can assume

most of the responsibility for-preparing and maintaining a master picture

file. Pupils arc good picture collectors. Make clods ons about criteria

for selecting pictures, standard mounting, aighabetice or subject filing,

F

e) If you have a fairly large filmstrip collection, there probably is

a need to integrate it by subjects, and to develop a card catalogue of

titles and cross-references. A capable volunteer could organize and main-

tain this file with staff diroction. A similar service might be organized

in duplicating, housing, filing, cataloguing sound tapes. Refer to De-

partment's taping service for ideas,

and borrowing and returning procedures.

f) A wealth of 35 mm colour slides is avilable (as originals or dupli-

cates) from distributors, teachers, parents, local photographers, etc. The

drawback in using them is usually a lack of organization and filing. Now

available are inexpensive 3" x 11" plastic sheets with 20 pockets for

slides. These can be filed and stored in regular 8" x 11" binders, and

can be indexed by subject, country or other classification. A volunteer

could organize and maintain this service, uhder supervision of a librarian

or teacher.

g) Very fine lithographed reproductions Of groat art (Old Masters, Cana-

dian, Modern, etc.) arc available at modest cost (e,(:). $5.00 - $10.00)

from various distributors. A school, or several cooperating schools on a

rotation basis, may wish to employ this method of developing art apprecia-

tion. Donations may be made by individuals or by H v S or P T A (an ideal

investment by such groups). One or more fathers could be recruited to
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construct or select an inexpensive standard frame, and to mount pictures.

A volunteer could manage or assist with general organization and mainten-

ance.

A related project is the preparation of a number of standard inex-

pensive frames and matts for displaying in school halls, typical at work

of pupils. The use of a standard matt and temporary mounting procedure

enables frequent changes t be made. A volunteer might,assist with or_

s , ,

manage this project.
3

h) Some schools mainta n a current master-puO '--i f'ile d aP
i
nermhnent

pupil history file. The former uses a card for etch pupil mo :Id alpha-
I

betically on a Rolodex wheel for quick reference. The ca d may'show address,

parent's name, siblings in school, a small photo from a c ass picture, etc.

When a pupil leaves the school by graduation, transfer, etc., appropriate

data is recorded and the card is transferred to a history file which pro-

vides a permanent record of pupils having attended the school.

i) Instead of relying on your memory to recall the tasks you wish a

volunteer to perform, try posting a large envelope into which you can drop

brief notes as various tasks occur to you. Then you and the volunteer can

together establish priorities among the tasks assigned, and the additional

tasks will ensure that the time of the volunteer will be fuliy.usod.

j) In several schools in Cincinnati every pupil transferring into a

school is identified for a time with a volunteer who assists him in adjust-

ing to the school and the program.

k) In Minneapolis several schools have one or more volunteers who help

identify, catalogue, and make arrangements for special resources (artifacts,

models, materials, products) and special people (artists, actors, musicians,

skilled craftsmen, hobbyists, collectors, naturalists, scientists, historians,

pioneers, ethnic representatives, etc.) to come t -' the school or to arrange .
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or accommodate field visits. Frequently ethnic representatives can con-

tribute information, pictures, records, artifacts, clothing, folk-lore,

songs, dances, etc.

1) Many teachers have every pupil keep a list of oil books he hos

read. With volunteer assistance this list could be maintained from year

to year, either in the library or in the pupil's individual file.

m) Many schools in Ohio recruit volunteers to assist with a Great

Books program, in which the volunteer meets groups of pupils after school

to introduce and discuss good books.

n) A popular activity of volunteers at upper elementary and high

school levels is, in reading pupils' compositions, thereby enabling teachers

to have pupils do more such writing. The volunteer usually does not formally _

evaluate the writing, nor does he/she focus on minor errors; instead, the

volunteer selects, encourages and gives further guidance to one of the

best features of the written work.

14. Remember that a successful volunteer program does more than help

teachers and pupils directly with their work. It improves parent-teacher

communication, has a positive influence on parents' attitudes, enables

parents to learn more about instructional procedures, and improves community

support for the philosophy, program and resources of the school.

January 28, 1972.



Volunteer Parent's Assistance Project

H. G. Hedges Niagara Centre, 0.1.S.E.

Sample Recruitment Letter

Dear Parent:

The main purpose of this letter is to inform you of our

plans to (establish, expand) (a, the) parent volunteer program at

:school. As a staff we have made .a study of

existing programs for volunteer assistance in other schools and

believe that such a plan would have many advantages in this school.

Therefore, as a staff we have decided to explore the possibilities of

a parental volunteer program in the school. We hope to establish

e group of regular volunteers helping in the school on a half-day

per week basis along with a'body of general or part-time volunteers

to assist at special events and to help out when a regular volunteer

is unable to be present. We wish also to identify the special talents,

hobbies, or interests of parents that might be shared to broaden and

enrich our curriculum.

The volunteer parents in the classroom will not work solely

in housekeeping or supportive roles, but will actually be assisting

the teacher with some of the middle-level instructional tasks, such

as story= telling, listening to pupils read, marking work, providing

drill and review experiences, and other related duties.

The responsibility for the educational program in the class-

room will remain that of the-principal and the teacher, but with

proper planning and organization the teacher will be able to spend

more and more of his or her time on planning programs, 'providing

individual opportunities for the youngsters to move along at their
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pace, organizing the classroom for the most efficient learning to

take place with the help of volunteers, and diagnosing pupilsl learning

difficulties, so that suitable remedial instruction may be arranged

for the learner.

With the above introduction to our plans for volunteer

parental involvement this year, I would like to invite you to

consider whether you would be willing, as a. parent, to participate

actively in our volunteer program, We hope to involve some fathers

as well as mothers.

Past experience has shown that some parents arc reluctant to

volunteer because they believe that a high level of skills is required

in a volunteer, We be!ieve that enthusiastic volunteers should be

accepted at the level of contribution that they are able to make and

then provide them with opportunities and training to assist in the

school and to improve their own skills in var;oi2s areas. The assist-

ance of parent volunteers in other schools in the province has led

to improved understanding of school programs, a sharing of information

about the learners, better attention the needs of individual pupils,

.valuable assistance in meeting some of the objectives of the school

program, and a better general level of communication between the

school and the community that it serves.

Parent volunteers in other schools tell us that they like

the opportunity to share in the school program, to watch the progress

of individual pupils and to feel the satisfaction that comes.from

helping youngsters learn.

We hope that you will give serious consideration to serving

as a volunteer in our school. One or more meetings with the volunteers
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will be held before parents are assigned to teachers or clAssrooms.

Would you kindly complete and return the attached questionnaire by

,11.1,

Sincerely,

Principal.



QUESTIONNAIRE RE: P&SEJAatlIE2A.

1. Would you be willing to serve as a volunteer in

school on a regular or part-time basis?

Yes No

Comments:

2. Begular AssiStance

(a) Would you be prepared to volunteer on a regular basis for

approximately one-half day per week?

(b) On what half -days would you be available as a regular volunteer?

First choice

Alternates" MIMI..a

List any special experiences, talents or training that you believe

might.enable us to make best use of your volunteer assistance. Example,

group leadership; filing; typing; music or art ability; dramatic or

athletic competence; librarian or teacher, etc.

3. Part-time Volunteers

If you are not able to assist on a regular basis, would you be willing

to serve "on call" when you are free to help, provi-deal that advance

notice is-given?

Yes No

Comments:
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NOTE: I, You may volunteer as both a regular and

part-time volunteer if time is available.

2. A meeting with volunteers will be arranged

as soon as the lists are complete.

4. Other comments, or other contributions you would volunteer.

5. Questions or concerns that you would like us to consider.

Name: Address:

Phone No:

Children at
(name of school)

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade
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OF

PARENT VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS
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VOLUNTEER PARENTS' ASSISTANCE PROJECT

H. G. Hedges

NIAGARA CENTRE, THE ONTARIO INSTITUTE FOR STUDIES IN EDUCATION

OBJECTIVES, ADVANTAGES AND POTENTIAL OUTCOMES

OF

PARENT VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

In response to numerous requests for statements of objectives

or advantages of volunteer programs, we have prepared this statement as

a result of our study of the topic and our observations and experiences

in Ontario. Because obi actjvities have been mainly with parental

volunteers, we propose in this document to confine our discussion to the

objectives, advantages and potential outcomes of volunteer programs which

involve parents. This is not to suggest either that other volunteers

are less capable than parents, or that many of the advantages and object-

ives would not apply to these other volunteers. It is simply that our

experience enables us to speak with conviction only about parental volun-

teer progrmas at this time. No doubt the reader from his own thinking-

on the subject and his own experience will be able to,add to the list.

The particular order and weight that one gives to objectives of

any program have an effect on the plans and operation of that program.

For this reason, we have included at the top of our list of objectives

those two or three which we believe are most important in developing such

a program, and whidh are prominent in the models we haye been develop

my and implementing.

1. Parents' Attitudes

The reader is invited to study the findings in the National Survey report-

ed in the Plowden Report, which shows that parental attitudes account for
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more of the variation in pupil achievement than do either conditions

of the school or characteristics of the home. The apparent importance

of positive parental attitudes on pupil performance gives us cause to

consider the ways of improving, altering, or enhancing parents' atti-

tudes. Volunteer programs hi scnoois appur..,' to be one of the most

effective means of influencing parents' atOtudes toward the school.

2. Mutual Exchange of Important infel.matien

Parents ana teachers both have concern and responsibility for the

development of pupils, and both have important information about

the pupil. By improving communication between parents and teachers

there exists the possibility that this important information will

be more openly snared by both parties, with the potential effect

of enhancing the pupil's learning experiences both at school and

at home. A program in which parents learn to work comfortably in

the school provides opportunities for more open and frank exchange

of important information about learners.

3. Real Help in the School

Most principals aiid teachers state this as the prime objective of

volunteer programs, and from the point of view of the professionals

in the school this is a perfectly reasonable position. The apparent

size of potential volunteer manpower pools in most school communities

would make this objective seem a realistic one. Some of the special

kinds of school service that volunteer helpers can provide are in-

dicated in the following section.

(a) General Classroom Service

In numerous classrooms parents participate 0 half-day a week on
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a regular basis assisting the teacher with tasks performed under

her direction. While initially most of the tasks would be re-

garded as supportive and supervisory in nature, the evidence is

clear that volunteers also arc able to perform many tasks at the

lower instructional levels, as well as many tasks representative

of most of the major functions generally performed by teachers.

Our project has published lists of some of the dozens of

specific tasks that volunteers commonly perform in classrooms.

(b) General School Help

hi the early stages of the development of volunteer programs the

main kinds of assistance were with general school needs such as

typing'and filing, assistance with library supervision, etc.

These needs and opportunities continue to be met by volunteers

in many schools.

(c) Special Talents

Among the volunteers are many who have special resources or

special talents based on professional or other experiences.

Many of these special talents can be shared with pupils either

within the basic program of the school or through various kinds

of optional programs.

(d) Individualizing Instruction

There exists a real possibility that the effect.ve use of volun-

teers may enable schools to meet better their plans for matching

programs to the needi, interests and abilities of individual

learners. Observations indicate that youngsters yet more individual

assistance in volunteer programs than in thu 15Z0142 classroom prior

to the introduction of such programs.



c) Special Education

Some of the most rewarding programs of volunteer work, both to

the volunteer and to the school, are those in which volunteer

assist individuals who have special learning problems. A greater

attention to the selection of volunteers for such programs may

be necessary than is necessary for typical classroom service

activities.

(f) Curriculum Development

With an increasinj focus on the local school as the basic unit

for curriculum development, there is an accompanying need for

more time for curriculum planning by school staffs. The poten-

tial for relieving staffs for curriculum planning for specific

periods each week through an effective and well organized volun-

teer program should be further explored.

(g) Professional Development

The needs in a school for programs of professional development

and for opportunities to experiment may be matched or met by

effective programs whereby volunteers cep take over some of the

more routine functions of the classroom and thereby enable the

teacher to spend more of his or her time on higher level and

experimental activities.

4. Support for Innovations and Other Changes

The development of volunteer programs and the resultiny improvement

in the exchange of ideas between the school and the home should im-

prove the understanding and acceptance of innovations in schools.



5. Identification of the Community as a Resource for Schools

Volunteers may be aware of resources, not only among themselves, but

in the community more broadly, and may be agents whet-ay some of

these -resources can be mobilized for use in school program's,

6. Broadening School Programs

The addition of short optional school courses relating closely to

pupils' interests may be provided with adequate competent talent

bureau assistance by volunteers.

/. Positive Approach to Home Assistance with Learning Problems

A volunteer program in the school should enable the parent to inter-

vene in his child's learning difficulties on a more positive or

supportive basis than has !emetimes been the custom in the past when

the parent was not aware of the learning difficulty until a real

problem was recognized. It seems sensible to involve the parent

at times other than in the crisis situation of remcdiation of a

failure on the part of the child or the program. An ongoing plan

for parent participation in the child's learning would avoid such

crises.

J. Enhancing Parents' Skills as Teachers

A parent involvement program in a school is based on a belief that

parents are in fact "teachers", although neither certificated nor

professional. The possibility of the school becoming more aware of

the role of parents as teachers will, in turn, lead to the improve-

ment of parents' skills as teachers. Many volunteers have stated

that they have applied at home some of the things that they learned

while in schools.
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9. Bridging the Gap Between Home and School

The possibility exists in volunteer programs for ensuring that the

home and the school are complementary phases in the lifelong process

of learning. The school will stand less in isolation from the rest

of the child's experiences if his parent is involved in the school.

10. Developing Interest in Pre-School Movements

As professional educators and the public become more and irw.e con-

cerned about the early childhood years in relation to subsequent

formal edueation. we may need to turn our attention more toward the

possible roles that parents can play in preschool educational pro-

grams whether at home or in school.

II. Building a Stronger Base for Community Support Financial and Other

It could be argued that in the long run the financial and philosophi-

cal support for schools will depend more on the feelings, beliefs,

commitments and views of parents than of any other group in the

community. Parent volunteer programs can reasonably be expected

to enhance or support positive attitudes to this respect.

12. Closing the Generation Gap

Some 6-uthoritius suggest that the so-called generation yap exists

from a lack of sharing of common tasks or common. activities by

parents and their :hildren. The improved participation of parents

in their youngsters' formal education should have some effect on

closing this gap,-at least to the extent that it is caused by a

lack of mutual concerns or activities.

13. Providing Opportunities for Community Service

Anyone planning a volunteer program should consider the motivations

of the volunteers es well as the needs of the school. Some of the



! most commonly expressed feelings of volunteers relate to the in-

trinsic satisfaction they derive from providing important worth-

while service to others.

Enhanci6, the Han Much the Cchool

SOW: schools that use voluftwers in their program state that such

participation enables the;' school to consider to a higher dejrec

the particular interests eh,: hee,:: of ;cungstIrs and also pro-

vides mor,-: opportuoities for youngsters to talk to an interested

adult then would exist without such volunteer assistance ire the

school.

A Final Pokf. of View

The purpose of voluntoer p;.ograms ..othinj to :!o with

altering pupilteacher ratios or providing a "cheap" education. They

are intended to improve education, h the short run by adding human

resources to the classroom, and hi the long run by tulhancinj parents'

attitudes and skills. Imboth phases the pupil is the one who gains

most; however, in a successful volunteer program the volunteer receives

recognition and satisfaction to compensate for service rendered.

Unless a progr,am recognizes and to rem degree satisfies the moti-

vations of volunteers, it is unlikely that they will continue to

donate their services.
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MANUAL FOR CATEGORIZING OBSERVATIONS

The purpose of this manual is to instruct observers in class-
ifying classroom activities of teachers, paraprofessionals and vol-
unteers into their appropriate category in the taxonomy of classroom
functions, and in recording the duration of each activity. Some of
the directions refer to the use of a standard observation sheet on
which the twenty-two functions are arranged, with six cells following
each function, in which the recorder determines the grouping used
(class, group, individual), and whether each group was regular or
special for the activity in question.

In using the observation schedule in the classroom, the ob-
server should note the time of the beginning and conctusion of each
activity and enter the time elapsed in the appropriate cell following
the function in which it is most appropriately included. Thus the
observer must consider three questions for each activity:

(1) What function in the schedule is beiny performed?

(2) Is the function performed with the class, a group, or an
individual?

(3) Are the learners operating in their regular grouping or
are they organized in a special group during this time?

In categorizing an activity, the observer must decide what
the major function is at that time. It is recognized that many
activities may have elements of several functions within them. For
example, in taking up pupils' answers to seatwork, there may be
elements of motivation, evaluation, and diagnosis, but in most in-
stances the taking up of seatwork will be an integral phase of one
of the four instruction sequences, and will most likely be a part of
B. of D., that is, consolidating a new concept, attitude or skill,
or consolidating content (see Section 3, Instruction Sequence).



Similarly, the giving of oral instruction in most cases is part of
the instruction sequence rather than of supervision. In general, the

nature of the instructions will be the clue to the function. If the

purpose of the instruction is to have students use the skill to dis-

cover new content, then "adding content" is the correct function.
If the instructions are part of a seatwork exercise that implies
drill or implies a standard of performance, then "consolidating con-
tent" applies. During active supervision a teacher may provide
incidental short periods of diagnosis and remediation, but such activities
are themselves characteristic of active supervision, .and are quite
different from more formal or more enduring evaluation, diagnosis,
and remediation periods. When, during supervision the teacher
spends more than a half-minute in an activity belonging in another
function, it should be recorded in the function to which it logically
belongs.

It should be emphasized that the observer is recording the
functions of the adult(s) (teacher or volunteer) in the classroom

and not the activities of the pupils.

At times, the teacher or volunteer being observed may actually
be performing more than one function simultaneously. For example,

it is common practice for a teacher to supervise passively one or
more groups of pupils engaged in seatwork while conducting reading
lessons, discussion groups, or other forms of formal instruction
with a specific group. In fact, this is the usual practice in
multi-graded classrooms. In such situations, the observer will
record the function to which the adult is devoting his/her major
attention, which in most cases will be the instructional role rather
than the-supervisory-one. However, when the adult interrupts the
major function to give attention to the second-function for more
than a half-minute, obviously the second one will be recorded as the
one to which the adult's time is devoted for the period of time
that applies.

The observer is not concerned with whether the function is
being performed well or poorly. All records should be made at the
time--the observer should not rely on his memory to recall what
function was performed. If at any time he is uncertain as to what
function being performed, he may have to consult the adult later
to verify or revise his conclusion. The timing of such cases should

be circled, and a note made of the concern. Observations which may
seem impossible to categorize should be timed also, with a brief note
made for future consideration and categorization. One of the cate-
gories provides for these situations:

2.



The section that follows provides a definition and description
of each of the functions in the schedule, with examples to illustrate
that function. These examples will indicate the range that is rep-
resented in the category, from the more demandiny to less demanding
activities.

1. PLANNIkG

Planning refers to establishing a purpose and the formulation
of a scheme, outline, system, method, or set of materials to be used
to achieve that purpose. Planning may be done alone, with other
adults, or with pupils. Sessions with other teachers, in which the

team is workiny on curriculum or organization are recorded as plan-
ning. Discussiny with a volunteer the activities to be performed will
usually be considered planning, as will periods in which the teacher
and one or more pupils are planning a future unit, lesson, or activity.
Thus, for a teacher, planninyjoes'far beyond writing lesson plans
or units. It will include most aspects of organization of the con-
tent, lessons, seatwork, etc. for the class, but not the routine
mimeographing or distribution of materials. The selection of
appropriate materials, the previewing of visual aids, the studying
of a teacher's manual, etc. are all examples of teacher planning.
While the greater percentage of a teacher's planning generally
occurs out of class time, nevertheless many examples of planning
of future activities may also be observed during the school day.

(a) Broad Planning

This function applies when the adult is involved in planning
a series of activities over an extended unit, course or series of
lessons. 'Long -range or broad planning will include one or more of
the following: setting objectives; defining the skills, concepts,
or attitudes to be developed; preparin7; an overall scheme, structure
or framework of learning activities; arranging for interrelationships
among important-stages,orideas, and integrating the new learning
with other aspects of thu curriculum. The planning of a month's
unit in a particular subject would represent a demanding aspect of
this function. The least demanding activity that would fit in this
function would be the planning of a short series of lessons;
the planning of one lesson would not belong in this category. The

following would be examples of broad planning: preparing a mathe-
matics unit on graphs; evaluating a number of books to be used in
a unit; outlining or writing a series of dramatic presentations in
social studies; planning curriculum guidelines or materials with
other adults; selecting or previewing a set or series of audio-
visual materials to be used in an extended series of lessons.
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(b) Specific Planning

This function is performed when the adult plans a specific
activity, plans cne lesson, or plans and prepares the materials to
be used in ono lesson or a short series of lessons. The broadest
examples of this function would include the planning, of all aspects
of one or two lessons. The least demanding examples would be those
in which the adult plans only one or two elemenr.s of a single lesson,
such as by previewing a filmstrip, Those activities in which one
adult. does the basic planning and another adult merely applies the
plan of the other will lot be considered in this function for the
second adult. Some examples of spe,.:.ific planning are: the selection
of materials from books; organization and presentation of a set of
film slides relating to a particular lesson; the planning and con
struction of a model, game, map, chart, etc. for use in a lesson;
the practising, in advaRce, of a skill to be taught; the preparation
for presentation ofa single lesson; the survaying of an area for
a field trip; the sele,:tion of a film to enrich a lesson for unit;
the writing on the board of a seatwork exercise not prepared in
advance of such writing; the outlining of a specific assignment to
another person who will carry it out and the planning of a future
activity with one or more pupils. The assessing of a pupil's
readiness to proceed tc the next stage in.a icerning sequence, an
activity frequently associated with individualized programs, belongs
in this category; the function of diagnosis as defined later impiies,
in this manual, the consideration of the cause of errors or diffi-
culties. Thus assessment of readiness belongs in 'specific planning",
but diagnosis of weaknesses belongs in "diagnosis". In situations
where teachers assign individual work, as in individual progress
books, the writinc of such assignments in considered to be specific
planning.

2. MCTIVATI0i4

Included in this function will be any activity whose basic
purpose is to interest, stimulate, or encourage; the learner with
respect to the school program, or to provide him with a goal, reason
or motive to act in a certain way or to initiate or persist in some
type of activity. The observer will not include in this category
the numerous incidental forms of motivation such :is brief and inci-
dental reactions to correct answers, incidental approval or praise,
and moves listed under guidance and support (belowrwhich relate
mainly to behavior. The observer must discr:minate between deliberate
moves, usually zlt the beginning of structured leasons, in which the
intent is to focus interest on a topic (motivation), and interesting
teaching methods which have the purpose of facilitating learning



rather than focussing attention; the latter may reflect the,qualiti
or effectiveness of another function in which they should be classi-
fied. The purpose of motivation, as defined in this category, is

related to specific, deliberate encouragement to become mentally
involved in some aspect of the school program.

(a) Broad Motivation

The kinds of motivation which provide for a long-term interest
in some phase of the program will be: included in this category. They
may range from such activities as discussions of tic value of mathe-
matics, of ways of working more effectively and of developing positive
feelings about other cultures, to activities as narrow as creating
sustained interest in fractions or a continuing appreciation of bird
;ife. Such activities as reading stories to the pupils for the
purpose of developinj appreciation of the language, or making use of
art objects or records to develop appreciation of art and music will
be regarded as broad motivation.

(b) §_pecific Motivation

Those forms of motivation that relate basi-caily to the
developing or ident:ying of interest in a specific lesson or pro-
blem will be considered specific motivation. It may be as broad as
encouragiml pupils to look for examples of decimals in the day's
newspaper. or as narrow as challenDing them to -Find the answer to a
specific problem. The relating of a specific problem, concept, skill,
or attitude to relevant, and particularly current out-of-school ex-
periences. will be regarded as specific motivation.

3. 1NSTgUCTION SEQUEiJCE

This section deals with those activities designed to initiate,
reinforce, consolidate and make use of now learning. The section is
divided into the four subsections that follow, each of which deals
with one of, the four related functions in instruction. Following
tho descriptions of the four functions, examples are provided to
illustrate the relationships among these functions. Distinguishing
between the four functions is particularly difficult when they do
not occur in their natural sequence. They are most.apparant in
formal, structured lessons, but can be lc:entified in less formal
situations, if it is established that at ,the time the teacher is

engaged in instruction rather than in supervision. The key to the
functions. in their apparent purpose, whether (a) initiating a new
structure or schema; (b) consolidating or reinforcing a tenuous
new concept; (c) adding content, l.e. using the new idea; and (d)
consolidating the content by review, drill, 3 game, etc.
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(a) Initiating a Concept, Attitude or Skill (Mental, Motor,
or Social)

The criterion for determining whether an activity belongs
in this category is whether the volunteer is initiating new learning
which has a broader appl ication, as opposed to providing-For rein-
forcement, application, practice, or remedial instruction of a
concept, attitude, or skill initiated in eariier instruction. The
key question would-be: "Is a new attitude, skill or major concept
being introduced in. this activity?" One cannot expect to observe .

this function in every "lesson". Unless new learning is being
initiated,- the activity belongs in one of the next three categories.
In some subject areas, this function will serve to establish 0
schema, general:zation, principle, skiil, or structure which will
be appljed in subsequent lessons, as in learnin a map skill, a
classification system in science, a new procedure in mathomatics,
or a social skill such as leading a discussion..

The initiating of-a skill wiil involve_ activities as major

as an introductory lesson on writing a business letter or "carry-
ing" in addition, or as narrow as introducing a phonetic combination
or introducing a specific style of writing a particular letter of
the alphabet. Some examples of activities that would belong in
this category are: introducing the addition of deci'Mals; teaching
pupils to locate the parts of a flower; teaching how to Jind a
specific land form on a map, or to divide a sentence into bare
subject and bare predicate;. introducing now to use the card cate-
Jogue in the library, how to greet and welcome a visitor, how to
pitch a softball or how to mix paints for watercolouring.

(b) Consolidating a New Concept, Attitude or Skill

The purpose of this function is to consolidate'the learning
of a new concept, attitude or skill, aior to adding new tontent'or
applying the new learning to other situations. The emphasis must be
on consolidating new learning itself. In most instances, it will

occur immediately after the initiation of the new learning, and
generally occurs within the same "time-table" period, that is, as

. part of the same lesson.- This function may include' recognition and
immediate reinforcement of the new learning, a limited amount of
trial practice, simple: test procedures, diagnosis of general
difficulties with the now learning, re-teaching, suggestions for
refinement of the skill, etc. Activities in this category may be
as broad as having pupils write a paragraph to apply a specific
skill, or as narrow as having them practise writing a letter of the
_alphabet, listing and reading words with a common phonetic pattern,
and trying a specific basketball shot. Some typical examples of
this function willipe assignin,a a single arithmetic question designed
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to consolidate a particular skill; finding examples of a specific
land form on a map; having several pupils go to the board to try
examples of the new concept, or having pupils explain the process
through 'which the new concept was acquired. Included will be those

situations where the object 13 trial or initial practice, and
immediate reinforcement or initiod imerovement of a skill itself--
whether in printing,.writing, reading, physical traning, cooking,
sewing, etc.--rather than the application of the skill to content
or to new situations, or the long-term practice or the skill to .

achieve certain stan63rds of performance.'

(c) Adding Content to Structure :_ Ealyinci Wow Learning to
Other Situations

In general the activities that belong in this function, arc
those in which a new concept, attitude or skill is being used beyond

the context in which it was learned, so that new content is being
associated with or added to the mental representation of the con-
cept or skill. For example, if the skill of using a leaf-key has been
introduced, then the use of that key in identifying new and unknown
leaves will fati in this funcLion. Similarly, if the skill of

using n card catalogue: in the library has been introduced,. helping
pupils use this .skill in hunting out books on particular topic
fits this function. Other examples are: having pupils use Cuisenaire_
rods to findrknumber facts; using the rule "i before e".in spelling
new words. Activities within this function may be as broad as
applying a specific map skill to locate particular information such
'as the boundaries of a country, its river:, its principle cities, etc.
or as narrry.-: as having pupils list examples, whether they be words,
places, animals. etc., in which the application of a skill has
enabled the learner to develop. new content; for example, if a

stuJqnt has been taught the skill'ofidentifying nouns, then the
Ilsting or the nouns in an exercise would come within this function.,
Some further examples of this function are: reading for information,
describin9 a number of birds after having learned the skill of des-
Bribing a typical bird, using a skill in music to work out a new
mele0y or to play a melody not formerly played, etc.

(0 Consolidatine Content

The intent of this function is to arrangef::: further practice,
dri 11, review, integration and consolidation of new content. Reference
to or the application of external standards of performance, such. as
percentage of correct answers, place or efficiency of performance,
etc. will almost automatically place the activity in this function
unless it is clear that a test (evaluation) ts.being employed; The

provision of opportunities for practice to attain certain standards
will identify such an activity with this function. The teacher may
apply this function as broadly as in reviewinjthe voyages of an
explorer, or this function-may be as narrow as'drilling such content
information as the names of provinces and their capitals. Drilling
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with flash cards, doing a series of mathematics problems, writing
out spelling words, etc.. all of whi -:h imply certain standards of
performance, arc obvious examples c this function. Similarly,
hel.ping pupils write up the results of a science experiment to
consolidate this experience, prepar:nj a summary or a social studies
lesson, retelling a story, pactisin, song, playing a mathematics
game (but not learning the game itself) would rill be activities
designed to consolidate content.

Examples Illustrating the Four Functions in Instruction

Example l: FILLILLaLLIgthe Concept of Addition (Mathematicsi

(a) Initiating the concept. This function would include only
the activities that would lead the pupil to acquire trio idea

that sots. can be joined together and that this process is
addition.

(b) Consolidating thu-concept. Further examples are used td
strengthen the mental representation of the process of adding,
by providing experiences that reinforce the idea to the point
where the pupil can employ the process without external
prompting, for example, he might combine (add) rods or sets of
objects and count the sum.

(c) Applying the new learning to other situations. Using the
mental representation of the process of adding the combined
sets, the pupil now creates new number stories by using the
process, e.g. combining 4 and 3 to discover that 44 3 = 7.

(d) Consolidating content. The number story 4 + 3 = 7 would
be rehearsed or drilled, either by itself er with other number
stories, to the point where the correct response is given. to
meet a standard such as within two seconds, without counting.

Example 2: Learning to Identify Minerals by Hardness

\(a) laiii2ILILILL. This function includes activitieshich enable the pupil ;:o form the concept that hardness is a
fl :::!cl property of minerals and that by scratching one mineral
wi h another or with certain independent objects, hardness of
the -e materials can be compared. The emphcsis is on the fact
tha minerals and objects can be compared with each other in
term of hardness, a fixed property.

(b) onsOlidatin the conce)t In this function a wider vari-
ety o mineral and objects are tested to see whether the concept
can b applied to them; as yet an index is not developed.
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(c) Adding conutnt to structure. Using the concept, pupils
compare minerals and develop an order, or index, of hardness
and check it against an accepted hardness scale. -Using the

index or scale, pupils learn to identify new examples of
minerals.

(d) Consoldiatind new learnira. Pupils review or practise the
use of the scale, by sorting out minerals from a random selection,
to,the point viert they can fit known of unknown minerals into
the scale with less thin Ida error.

Example 3: Developin.glasitive kttitcies Toward a22nese People.

(a) Initiating the att;tude. In this function,.pupils will be
exposed to a situation where'a positive rosponse will be ex-
pected. This might have to do with a Japanese design, artifact,
garrc, etc., or evcnt or situation (e.g. 1970. World's

Fair in Jr,pan; 1572 14ihtr Olympics, etc.).

(b) attituc-. The pupils' positive re-.
stonsc: is idantifeti : : c:,atticaget. in ore or more ways such
as rcper,tin di.,tc!2ssing positive features,

mitzting or rercazing the situation, etc,

(e) l:.rninti..jtct4erlituations. The initial
reapoose is ap:jied ',t71brtacT:t s;tuations, such as other aspects
Qi J,vanese 1He. itoain fc. i t i vc reactions ere encouraged.

(,0
. Opnort-Jnities are given for review-

. .

aspects of them, integrating
several related aiitItts, etc., to_zhe point where open or
positive attituden toward Jcpctiese ptele, stories, etc., are
obsoted in re ponces to pertinent
sittwtions.

4. supe;mso;:

!,tpt;rvision are those in which
tilt: volunteer is supervisin9 the work of pupils, who in turn are
working more or less :independenty of the supervisor. In general,
supervision will relate to tht seatwork applications of lessons.
However, it will also be observed at such other times as in art periods,
when the pupils are creating new products or developing new ideas,
and also during discussion sessions in which the pupils are-working
together or common ideas or cc,7.mon goals, or in physical education
periods when pupils are practising a skill or playing a game.-



(b) Ac..slyclSupervision

During active supervision the supervisor actually partici-
pates deliberately in the learning.activity, either by asking
a periodic question, answering questions raised by pupils,
referring pupils to sources of information, making incidental diag-
nosis of pupil progress, mcking suggestions, pointing out errors,
suggeSti% further questions for disucssion, etc. Such interventions

suggest tnat activ supervision is taking place, Active supervision,

therefore. may include some periodic intervention relating to
understanding enJ consolidating content, or to checking and correct-
ing errors or reinforcing correct learning. Similarly where the

supervisor takes an active part in continuing the organization and
reorganization of experience:5, c.d., as in.giving directions on a
field trip, active supervision is taking place. In situations where
individual pupils or small groups of students are pursuing inde-
pendent study activities, the observer must constantly be alert to
the question of whether the teacher is supervising or whether actual
instruction is being provided by the teacher. When the teacher

performs an independent function (e.g. Initiating new ideas,

diagnosing, etc.) Fr- more than one-half minute at a time, the
period of time sly..1,!-..1 be recorded in appropriate function.

5: TECHNICAL

The activities appropriate to this function are those which
employ a definable technique or procedure which is learned or en-
hanced through training or practise. The activities in this category
will be those of 3 technical rather than c professional nature; .

therefore such activities cs qt.:!stioning, story telling, reading to
pupils, e,tc., will not bc considered in this category. The range of
technical tasks will run from those such as typing and organization
of visual aids et the upper level of difficulty, through activities
such as the m.;intenance and cTeration of equipment, the preparing
of stencils, etc., in the middle range of difficulty, to less demand-
ing activities 5!1a. :.s running stencils, cutting out pictures,
making flash cards, etc. In general, this function will be identified
with the use of materials and equipment

(a) Skiiled Techr,:ic61.

In this catefory are included those technical tasks which
require a formal or lengthy period of training and a high standard
of competence. Examples are typing, bookkeeping, overall maintenance
of a library, maintenance and repair of technical equipment, the
preparation of complex teachin!J aids, the organization of sets of
visual aids, complex filing procedures, maintaining of pupil records,
etc.
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(b) Non-skilled Technical

This catagory will include tho f:e tasks of a technical nature

which would require only a short period of training prior to perform-

ing the task, or which would require only a short period of on-the-

jot; training. Typical cr:nmpls v:ould be the operating of simple
audio-vis!Jal equipmant, rImning mjmeograph machines, filing pictures

in an established file, c;irding shelving iibrary books,
laboratory equipmenL, prepzxinq 'lash cards, preparing

bulletin h.3rrJ lispinyr, etc.

6 HON:T):CHNJCAI.

liii: cate:;ory includes activities which are of neither a

profe:-.sional no a tv:)4:urm; thus, the activities in this

category raquirn naithar.skill,: in questioning, discussing,

story-teiling, t.c. on th:: on.a. hoTid, nor ski is involving training

in the praparer.ien of mat.:rilils or equipment, on the other.

Tb IS function then inc!ude3 only :,j tics of a .5upport or main-

ten:e nature suc ;.! hoinc. of. clnssroem 3nd atsistihg

with ruuti:le activLa cr,re repetitive nature.

Thee ore, in this c.tafw,7y wili bolong such task:, as diStributing

educatiol Cinning.up the

classroem, tamperat,...cn :/entilutioa, lihting, assisting

with clothing, mnrking c,7,;:c.ctin9 s6pples, collecting

routine resource mt.-.:ral!1, collecting

collco,-. routine l;:fern.:tio:' e'.o. Also inelnricOin this

functicu specia activitiQ.1 rvch providing trantpOrtatiob on

field triRs, and ac-t'ing on field trips when no

major

L.:::ta..4,:ry are all Lhoso c,ctivities

which ara C....ned to o. o ;.seist youngsters in evaluating

pro9ress, O di earning difficultiet,

nd t> prep, ;./n7i procedures. 1.7.or the

purposa of: the ,;:civities which tcaather are

consiee:-.ed to ;-no,,:-.dit!on, we have sat forth

seven

(a) D ini; ointtvc.nt. Thin category includes all, activities

related to J I mathef:!F. :nsrl!meht for maaturing the
pupils' eenieve;nen.,-.).1. obj,.votiven or gols, incliiding the preparation

Or devices, check l_ists, tests, questions, etC.,:Whichwill
enable tha teacher to me.ilsure:c:- digncse tha progrett Of2'.:,o0ngtters'...

One-Er,Ceptio to this ,:ieset'ioi.-ion the use of a Standar4-Ofperform-

a'-co ins-c.ruetipneqnce, (s4te rnstruction:SeqUencei Pard.0),
wherein thc r;.ectif::ingOf a skill is raiated L Ii eternarstandarclof

ocrco*o'rce C isr of'aHst:IndsrJized test does not COnstitUtepart'of
this function ::;ecause eatir,fl.kg ti .a: is 1.5 not Part of the activity



The Admintratioh of Tests. This category includes explaining

the nature and ;.urpose of the test, and supervising the actual test-
,

whether the tests are formal or informai and whether teacher-
preoared, prepareo by volunteers, or prepared by carp outside agency.
This function does oot im;:y that ',he Lest Aas to be of a lon
duration w cf : formal noture, but w;11 ioelude an procedure w;lizti

the teacher empioys in ., systematic er deiiLerete manner to evaluate
the pro.:;ress of younyjsters. The use of stondard of performance in
asseciatioo witn the prac'.:ise of a skili (see lostruct:on Sequence,

Part D), is not inclued this category.

(e) Objective Marki:;. This category involves the marking of tests
(:ncludinj standardized tests), exams, or other items in which the
responses are either defio,tely correct or incorrect and therefore
require oo signif;cant amount of interpretation. Thus the markinc,ii

of speliin, in qeoeral, would fall in this category, as would the
maekiny of right and wrong answers in arithmetic or any other
subject, the secrin.) of multiple-choice tests, etc. , if no inter-

pretation is necessary in determining the correctness or value of
the answer or if there is no demand that the marker determine the
CdUSC or nature of any error. In objective marking, a number of
independent markers would be expected to obtain identical scores.

(d) Subjective Markin. This category invohics mar!;iny wherein
the marker has some discretion in determining the weighting to apply
to the score given for any item in the test or any identifilefle
component of the-finished task. In subjective marking it is
unlikely that a number of independent markers would mark the test
with exactly the same resuits. 2kampies of subjective marking will
occur in arithmetic problems in which the process as well as the
answer must be evaluated and in the marking of art, composition,
music, scientific thinking, etc. The oral evaluation of pupils' art,
creative writing, etc., which often involves opinions of the other
pupils, is included in this category if its nature is clearly
evaluative. If, however, the activity is more clearly designed to
illustrate alternative ideas or to identify outstanding ideas, the

activity is more appropriately recorded as "adding content to
structure" -- Part C of the instruction sequence.

(e) Interpretation of Scores. This '. ategory includes using the

score to determine the student's placement in the program, deter-
mining the range of marls obtained by the pupils, determini ,g
whether the test items were too difficult or too easy, too short
or too long, whether they were valid or the 7urposes intended,
whether a further test is required, etc.

Diejoosis and Prescription. The activities in this sub-function
will be those which relate to determining what the cause of error is
on the part of an individua: or a group, and what remedy should be
prescribed. In performin(.; these functions the teacher analyzes possible
causes of the error, such as limited or long-range duration, or
whether the error was accidental or reflects a lack of understanding;
of a skill or concept. For example, the teacher may decide to place
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the youngster in a spacial program for a specified period, or to

re-teach some items to certaln'indivicluals or aroups; or to modify
teaching procedures. Some examples of specific activities in this
category arc: discussions with one or more pupils in-which the
teacher analyzus causes of error, and sessionsin which tilt; teacher

marks exeacises, note 'books; compositions, etc. to identify errors
and' suggest im2rovements rather than to evaluate for the purpose of
assigning Marks. Howuver. examples of diagnosis and remediation of
extremely short duration or having onl, ii-v7idental application within

the structure of another 'funation, for example, correcting the
identity or pronunciation of a word in spelling or correcting a
minor error in arithmetic, wih not be.included in this category.

(g) l'amedial Teachinn. This function inc:udes speciilc remedial
practices employed with Specific individuals or. Jrotras, a fol low -

up to diagnosis. It is a planned .and deliberate activity, and
therefore will not include incidental reteachina or incidental
activitios employed merely to clear up miner misurlaerstandins. In

general, the ,adult will apply the remediation only to speciFic
individuals or croups. When a teacher selects individual pupils to
assist, the observer must distinguish between-the procedures which
are in fact diagnosis. of the learning difficuity, and those which
provide remedial instruction. In special education classes most of
the typical lessons will fit into the instruction sequence except
when specific diagnosis and remed:ation are provided with individual
pupils.

8. GUIDANCE AND SUPPOliT

This category cincludes the activities of the teacher or the
. volunteer that relate basically to the improvement and support of
those aspects of pupil behavjourathat are not integral or manifest
parts of the instructional program-itself, i.e., that are not,
related to thc.skilis and content being studied. Included are those
activities generally referred to as "discipline", but because this
term tends to imply negative and correctional activities; we have
deliberately entitled this category "guidance and support", to
emphasize that it will' include both the positive and the negative
aspects of behaviour. Thus in this category will be included such
activities as the following: conversations with individuals about
out-of-school activities, personal and hone problems, study habits,
or interests which are not a former 'Part of the curriculum; activities
designed mainly to establish a friendly .posit(ve climate for learning;
and activities or discussions designed to correct undesirable
behaviour or support and encourage positiv behaviour. Incidental
recognition or praise for a correct.answef of an approved example of
behaviour within the structure of a lesson or in another category
will not be recorded. The observer must distinguish between this
category and the categories ynder motivation,- bearing in mind that
motivation as defined in this Manual relates directly to the content
of the learning program, while the present category relates to
behaviobr not directly related to content.



9. HIATUS, INTERRUPTION AND NON-CODED

The purpose of this category is to account for periods of time
which cannot be included within-the previous categories. These are
of three general kinds, as follows:

1. Hiatus, in which the adult being observed is performina none of
the functions in previous categories. Examples will be activities
unrelated to school duties, absences from the classroom unrelated to
classroom responsibilities, periods of rest, waiting for pupils to
arrive, social conversation with another adult, etc.

2. Interruptions, during which time another person, such as the
principal or other visitor, in effect replaces the teacher or person
in charge fora short period of time. The interruption may occur
as,a result of the direct presence of the other person, or by his
indirect presence as through the use of an inter-communication s/stem.
However, such planned activities as the use of a television proaram will
not be included in this category; during such periods the adult performs
another function, such as passive supervision.

3. Non-coded. If the observer is unable to clasSify certain activities
or functions he should include the time within this category, and in
the Column al the right he should enter remarks that will enable him to
recall and describe the activity so that it may be reclassified after
further discusSion and analysis. Some such entries are activities that the
observer simply cannot identify for classification purposes; others may
contain a balance or mixture of items from two different categories to
an extent that discreet categorization seems impossible.

General Instructions

I. The column at the right will enable the obserVer to make
additional comments or record questions aboutany activity that has been
tentatively classified. Circle the timing for activities that are
only tentatively categorized.

2. Record the elapsed time for each function to .1 minutes
(6 seconds). When uncertain initially about the appropriate function
being performed, note the .beginning time while arriving at a decision.

3. He sure that the entire. period of time under observation is
accounted for, bearing In mind that the last category provides for a
number of situations that might otherwise represent losses of recorded

_periods of time:

4. When there is uncertainty about the categorization of
certain activities, short discussions with the adult concerned at an
appropriate time may be helpful.
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THE ONTARIO INSTITUTE FOR STUDIES IN EDUCATION

School

Niagara Centre
187 Geneva St.

St. Catharines, Ont.

VOLUNTEER TALENT BUREAU

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help us identify and recruit

volunteers who have special interests, abilities, talents, backgrounds, or

resources which they would like to share with the school. The school has.

already had considerable experience, with volunteer programs which involve

community helpers on a continuing basis. Our interest in this questionnaire

is with persons who could share special talents with us for one or a

limited number of occasions.

May we emphasize that you do not necessarily have to be able to

teach a lesson or give a formal talk in order for the pupils to benefit from

your talent. In most cases you will work with a small.group of students,

leading a discussion, giving a demonstration, or answering questions. In

our experience we have found that volunteers are quite able to work

effectively with small groups.

Would you please answer the appropriate sections of this questionnaire

and return it within two days.?

Professional or Occupational

Types or work experience that may be beneficial to the school (typing,

carpentry, geology, library, banking, mechanic, science, teaching, etc.)
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Artistic and Recreational

(e.g. painting, sculpture, crafts, sports, gardening, nature study,

travel, sewing, dramatics, cooking, photography, etc.)

Ethnic background

Costumes, dancing, language, etc.

Special Resources

-- pictures, slides, stamps, etc. from other regions countries

-- collections (art, photos, minerals, plants, etc.)

- - pets

-- antiques and pioneer artifacts

- - other

Special Abilities

- - library, teaching, story-telling, nature hikes, sports, pioneer

experiences, coamping, etc.

Any Other Talent or Resource
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Locale

Would you prefer to help at school or at home?

Con_ ditionI or Frequency

How often would you be avaiftble to help at the school?

(Please indicate which days and times.)

COMMENTS

Name:

Address:

Telephone number:



VOLUNTEER PARENTS' ASSISTANCE PROJECT

H. G. Hedges

Niagara Centre
The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

Information On
ficlguiatipns of the Ontario Ministry of Education

Concerning Volunteers in Schools

Bill 128: An Act to Amend the Schools Administration Act

(1) Section 18, subsection 2, amended to permit a board to allow the use
of voluntary assistants in schools.

2b - "permit a principal to assign to a person who volunteers to
serve without remuneration such duties in respect of the
school as are approved by the board and to terminate such
assignment"

(2) Section 17, subsection 6 is amended to make mandatory the provision of
liability insurance for a board and its employees and volunteers
assigned to duties by the principal.

(1)6 - "make provision for insuring adequately the buildings
and equipment of the board and for insuring the board
and its employees and volunteers who are assigned duties
by the principal against. claims in respect of accidents
insurred by pupils while under the jurisdiction or
supervision of the board."



VOLUNTEER PARENTS' ASSISTANCE PROJECT
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Niagara Centre

The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

SCHOOL VOLUNTEERS
Approved at the Meeting of the Board of Governors

January 12 & 13, 1973.

35. It is the policy of the Ontario Teachers' Federation:

(1) That volunteers in the schools shall mean responsible persons
who provide a service to the school to iulfilf specific needs,
as determined by the principal and the teaching staff directly
involved, without reimbursement or contractual commitments of
any kind.

(2) That the function of school volunteers is to assist the teacher
and/or the school.

(3) That school volunteers shall.be responsible to and designated
by, the principal of the school.

(4) That school volunteers who work with children shall work at
all times under the supervision of a designated teacher.

(5) That school volunteers shall assume no responsibility for any
evaluation involving the school personnel, pupils or program.

(6) That school volunteers shall not be included in the calculation
of student-teacher ratio.

(7) That any teacher has the right to decline school volunteer
services.

(8) That teaching functions which involve decisions-regarding
diagnosis of pupil difficulties, prescription of learning
experiences, and evaluation of pupil progress are the exclusive
domain of the professional teaching staff.



HALTON COUNTY 30ARD OF EDUCATION

STUDENT VOLUNTEER ANECDOTAL INTERVIEW FORM

NAME

SCHOOL

GRADE

SPONSOR (dept., teacher, or other)

SCHOOL WHERE VOLUNTEERED

TEACHER/AREA ASSISTED-

Date

3.

Interviewer

AGE, GRADE, LEVEL OF .STUDENTS

NUMBER OF .TIMES. ASSISTED

LENGTH OF PH1.10D OF ASSISTANCE (averaA

1. What types of tasks -eid you perform?.

Task # of Minutes # of Times Size of Group

2. What were your reasons for becoming a Volunteer?

3. What did you learn from your volunteer. work?
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In what ways has volunteering changed you? (Skills, attitudes, beliefs,
your own views oil' your abilities, etc.)

5. How did the students you worked with benefit from your help?

6. Estimate the percentage of your total volunteer time that you spent in
. acs-ual teaching (instruction),

7. Do you believe that good use was made of your abilities?

J. How do you thin]: the teacher benefitted from your help?

9. What problems .did you encounter either at your own school or at the school
where you were helping?

10. Comments, suggestions for improving the volunteer prOram.



HALTON COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION

TEACHER ANECDOTAL INTERVIEW FORM: RE VOLUNTEERS

NAME

SCHOOL

AREA/LEVEL TAUGHT

AREA OF ASSISTANCE (if applicable )

No. OF TIMES OF ASSISTANCE

DATE

INTERVIEWER

LENGTH OF TIMES. OF ASSISTANCE (average)

NAME OF THE ONE VOLUNTEER ON WHOM THIS REPORT IS BASED

1, What types of tasks did this volunteer perform?

Task No. of Mint-1 CP; 'f ---s rrow, .71
1

.

.

,.......

v----,---------- .

..
...---

.

.

.

.----

2. How do you fool your students benefitted from this volunteer's help?

3. Eow did you benefit from this volunteer's help?



How was the allocation of your time altered as a result of this volunteer's
help?

5. Has the service of this volunteer more than compensated for the additional
planning required on your part?

G. How has this volunteer benefitted or chawjed as a result of this service?

7. What major problems did you encounter with the program in general or with
this student in particular?

8. How many volunteers do you utilize on a regulr basis?
Do you fool this is the ideal number for you?

9. Comments, suggestions for improving the volunteer program.

- 2



PARENT INVOLVEMENT AT ELMWOOD SCHOOL

Niagara Centre, OISE

I 9 7 3

Elmwood Public School is a small neighbourhood school serving a

circumscribed section of the City of t4elland, for the Niagara South Board of

Education. Its population is 109 pupils, drawn from approximately seventy

families. The school is served by four teachers (including the principal)

so it is considered to be a small neighbourhood school.

Parental Assistance is not new to Elmwood School. For over a year,

one parent has worked regularly at the school in a remedial capacity. Because

of this experience, there was a desire to increase the level of parental in-

volvement in the school program. The principal of the school approached

Niagara Centre of OISE for aid in this expansion. It was evident that the

staff as a whole looked upon the idea of increasing parent involvement with

some trepidation, but the interest in improving the school program was such

that they were prepared to investigate the idea thoroughly. Accordingly,

at a meeting with the staff, the possibilities for program expansion were

outlined and a series of questions and issues considered. The staff decided

to proceed with an expanded program, and a public meeting was arranged.

At the meeting with parents from the school community, which was

very well attended, overall reactions appeared positive. At the same time,

several of the questions posed by various parents suggested that there was

a little hesitation on the part of some to present themselves to the school

as potential ccntritutors in the educational setting. These questions were

dealt with as forthrightly as possible, both by the project director from the
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Niagara Centre and by the principal and teachers. Because of the positive

tone of the public meeting, the school staff proceeded with the implementation

of a full-blown parent volunteer program following closely the steps in the

Hedges' model.

From that point on, the organization, implementation and operation

of the parental assistance program was completely under the control of the

school itself. As a result of the response to the survey questionnaires,

eighteen parents volunteered for regular duty and eleven wished to be employed

as on-call assistants. Therefore, a total of twenty-nine parents representing

over forty per cent of the families in the school district made themselves

available in the first recruitment for involvement in the school program.

This was a highly gratifying response\to the school's request for aid.

Three losses from this original group were incurred during the year. One

parent became ill and was unable to continue with her duties; one parent

accepted a job and therefore had to resign from the parent volunteer program;

and a third parent wished to be relieved of her responsibilities. Even with

these losses, the level of initial involvement by parents in their school

is especially notable.

Parents were assigned various duties including originally many of

the clerical functions commoningly assigned to parents. However, one notable

feature of the Elmwood program is that the parents by and large were almost

immediately given tasks helping children. This had a very positive effect

on the level of parent interest. Most parents spent the majority of their

time working on a one-to-one basis with students; however, there were instances

when parents worked with small groups of children (usually three or four).
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As in many parental assistance programs, the major emphasis of volunteer aid

was in the reading program. The greatest visible effect appeared to be that

teachers were able to individualize the program to an extent not previously

possible. Those pupils most requiring individual attention received it either

from a parent or from a teacher whose time was available because of the in-

volvement of a parent in another activity. From this point of view, the

major emphasis of the parent volunteer program was as a remedial adjunct

to the regular program.

There is one unique and highly desirable feature to the Elmwood

project. One parent was not able to work at the school because she has small

children requiring her attention at home. However, her level of interest was

such that she volunteered to act as "dispatcher" for the program. All of

the telephone'contact was done through her: when parents could not come to

the school at their regular time, they phoned the dispatcher; the dispatcher

phoned "on-call" volunteersto make substitute arrangements. Every member of

the school staff mentioned this contribution as an immeasurable saving of

time for the school itself.

The Elmwood program was evaluated in the same manner as in many

other parent volunteer programs. Teachers and parents completed anonymous

questionnaires (which most of them signed) and the children of volunteers

were interviewed by a research assistant from Niagara Centre. In addition,

a matching sample of children whose parents were not involved in the volunteer

program were also interviewed. All interviews of children followed the format

of the questionnaire in the Hedges' kit.

The evaluation results warp overwhelmingly positive. in addition to
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praiseworthy comments, some suggestions which might be included in the pro-

gram in succeeding years were also offered.

The children of volunteers made no negative comments concerning

their on parents' presence in the school and in the classroom. They discussed

their parents contributions without any visible embarrassment. Several

children commented that their parents discussed with the family at home their

activities at the school and all of these children appeared to enjoy the idea

of such discussion.

Other children whose parents were not,involved in the program

gave similarly positive comments. They appeared to know what the volunteers

did in the school as well, although they described this involvement in more

general terms. They perceived the parents as helpers of both children and

teachers. Many children who had been'assisted directly by parents recalled

the particular nature of such assistance, and appeared impressed with what the

parents had been doing. Without exception, these children stated that they

would be pleased if their own parents joined the volunteer program.

The teachers reported many advantages accruing to the school because

of the parental involvement. The major ones are listed.

I. The presence of parents made it possible for them to individualize

the kind of help provided for various children.

2. Teachers were able to extend the range of the programs in the

classrooms. They could, for example, prepare more tapes which could be used

by more individual students in many of the subject areas.

3. The more intimate involvement of parents in the operation of

the school was seen as a positive advantage. This was described as more than
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simple public relations; it was preceived as a step toward the basic community

cooperation necessary for the Optimal development of every child.

4. Various alterations in the role of the teacher were mentioned.

Some pointed out increases in the decision-making function while others noted

that less time was required for routine operations.

One teacher's summary comment is representative:

"Our program has worked so well that I wonder how I managed before

it started. Children, of course, have benefited most of all.`'

The questionnaires completed by the parents indicated that their

perceptions of the school, of teachers, and of their children and other

children had all changed, Without exception, these appeared to be positive

changes. Many parents reported a genuine sense of achievement as a result of

their work in the classrooms, and all are willing to continue with the

program next year. They believe that the teachers appreciate their contri-

butions, and they express the hope that more parents will become involved

and increase the effectiveness of the school program.

One parent, attached a letter to her questionnaire. It is reproduced

below because it summarizes the tenor of the parents' responses.

"I am really pleased to be a parent volunteer. I enjoy the

children. I find it is a challenge which all parents need to bring them

closer to their children. The children spend so much"time away from their

mothers while at school and learn so much 7- that we tend to become dull and

unattached; so if we are involved daily we can see how extensive their education

really is. Being a part of the system really helps parents understand their

children to the' fullest. I believe we as parent volunteers are helping the
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pupils and in return learning something ourselves."

The following suggestions were_seleced frcri the various guesti.en-

naires:

1. Increase the scope of the parental asistance program.

2. Provide an in- service training program early in the school year.

3. Increase the effectiveness of communication regarding the

operation of the program. Encourage parents who must be absent to calk

earlier so,that suitable arrangements can be made. Provide more effective

feedback to the dispatcher.-

Elmwood School will have a new principal in September. Many in-

novations do not survive a change in leadership. It will be interesting-to

watch the effect of leadership change on this instance of educational in-'

novation. The involvement by parents and ti,chers is so great and the

benefits to the children so extensive. and so readily apparent That the prognosis

appears positive. The program should continuo successfully next year. The

parent volunteers, in fact, have-already sugg4sted plans for an in-service

session early in September; they are ready to resume their ervice to the

school.

F i n a l l y , the success of the Elmwood' Schoo l project in Vving repre-.

sentatior from over forty per cent of. its home h-1 the initial :Amv,7!s of its vol-

unteer program should help to convince other schools that with the careful

implementation of a deliberate plan one can anticipate responses from a

significant cross-section of its community...



VOLUNTEER ASSISTOICE IN SCHOOLS: HELP OR HINDRANCE?

Calgary, March 1973

H. G. Hedges

NIAGARA CENTRE

THE ONTARIO INSTITUTE FOR STUDIES IN EDUCATION

187 Geneva Street

St. Catharines, Ontario

For the pas+ five years there has been growing in schools in

Canada and elsewhere a movement that was almost unheard of a generation

ago, the direct involvement of volunteers, and particularly parents, as

assistants in their children's schools. Our own evidence, based on surveys

in the Niagara Region in Ontario, then in Ontario at large, further sup-

ported by evidence from the United States, indicates that this movement is

still in the early stages of its growth, and will probably represent in

the 1970's the greatest single change in personnel in our schools. At a

time when questions of teacher-student ratio and restricted budgets come

to the fore in conversations with school administrators, one cannot avoid

speculating on the possible rolationship between volunteer help in schocpls

and those other two issues. To date the trend toward volunteer help in

schools and the other two issues are merely running parallel to each other,

and one would have a difficult time establishing a cause-and-effect re-

lationship between them. To illustrate this point, we have found in

Ontario that in spite of there being volunteer programs in over three

thousand schools, none of these schools contends that there has been any

causal relationship between changes in either budgets or -teacher- student

ratio and their volunteer programs. Therefore.one might contend that

volunteering in schools represents the first major innovation n schools

in recent times tt,ft has had, np relation whatsoever to school budgets, and

yet may have an ;mportant bearing on the achievement of the school's

objectives.
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The question of whether volunteer helpers in schools are in fact

a help or in reality a hindranCe is itself a complex question, particularly

if one is prepared to evaluate the question in terms of the effects upon

a number of different groups of people associated with the school,. If one

were to evaluate volunteer programs only from the point of view of

principals, one could probably in many instances conclude that because of

issues such as confidentiality, extra work for the principal, problems in

irregUlarity of attendance, insurance, legal considerations, questions of

public relations, etc., the whole matter might be regarded as at least a

nuisance. To suggest this possibility is not frivolous, because in our

earliest surveys of volunteer programs in Ontario schools we found that

evaluations were done mainly and sometimes solely on the basis of the

principal's evaluation based mainly on his own needs. Further evidence

of thiS comes from a recent survey of principals in which we analyzed the

questions that principals asked about volunteer programs; of 140 questions

posed by principals 50 per cent had to do with problems of the principals

themselves, related mostly to security, public relations and legality. The

second largest category of questions had to do with teacher security, and

the third with questions of implementation. Only the smallest handful of

questions related to benefits to teachers and benefits to parents, and

of 140 questions only one related to evidence of student growth or student

gain! Again, if one asks the question, "help or Nindrance?" only in terms

of teachers' concerns one is likely to conclude in many cases that vol-

unteer programs are detrimental, because many-teachers no doubt find that

problems of personal security, extra work, problems of organization, fear

of other adults in the classroom, fear of losing control- of the class,

fear of volunteers being less competent than themselves, and other such

. matters may lead them to conclude that volunteer assistance is in fact a

detriment. Such poir'7, of view obviously .neglect consideration of the

effect of volunteer programs on the volunteers themselves, whether they

be parents, elderly people, other adults froM the community,- students from

community colleges, teachers' colleges and universities, artists and other ,

professional people in the community, or secondary school students. Even

more important, evaluations of volunteer programsthat are confined to the



views of principals and teachers very often neglect the ultimate question

of whether volunteer programs in fact enhance student growth.

The question then of help or hindrance must be determined on the

basis of the potential benefits and disadvantages to at least four groups

of people -- the principal, the teachers, the volunteers and the students.

Further, one must consider how much relative weight should be assigned to

the advantages disadvantages for each of these groups. We are pre-

pared to contend that no longer can evaluailons of volunteer programs be

based solely on the attitudes of principals and teachers, on the assumption

that that is best for principals and teachers is by definition also best

for students. In looking further at questions of advantages and disadvantages

of volunteer programs there may be value in looking at a broad range of ob-

jectives and outcomes of volunteer programs in schools, and in the process

considering both the theoretical and the research evidence on the subject.

0! Jr own interest in exploring the potential of volunteer assistance

in schools was stimulated by the findings of the National Survey of the

Plowden Committee Report in England Several years. ago. "A wIll recall

that the National Survey, which conducted a correlation study to determine

the relationship between various factors in the youngster's environment

and his achievement in school, and which was based on 3,000 students in 170

communities, showed clearly that more of the variation in pupil achievement

can be attributed to differences in parental attitude than to either

differences in the Conditions of schools or differences in the character-

istics of homes and communities, Educators have long observed, and have

had considerable research evidence to establish that parental attitudes

relate strongly to student acnievement, but it was not until the late 19601s.

with the results of the Plow&m Committee R6port and subsequent studies in

the United States that we began suspect the powerful impact of different

parental attitudes on variations in achievement in schools. Our.own con-

viction on the matter of altering parental attitudes is that attitudes

are shaped more by experience than by persuasion, and that in the long run

we .shall probably have to provide parents with a different set of exper-

iences about the school if we intend .seriousy to have any significant

success in enhancing, ioproving or altering attitudes.

r'
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In the schools in which we have been implementing our general

model for parental assistance programs we have found arked improvements

in the amount and form of communication between parents and teachers. It

is clear that both parties have important information Tlbout the pupil which

often fails to be exchang:d for a variety of reasons which may include

time available; lack of trust in the other person, formality of presentation,

and the inclination for most parent-teacher interviews to.flow in one

direction only.

Our most important research on the question of the effects of

volunteer assistance in schools has been in measuring changes in what

teachers state are two of the most important elements of their work in

the classroom, the amount of time that they can spend with each individua[

student, and the percentage of their time that teachers can give to what

they regard to be the highest level of professional functions of the class-

room. Our claim that these two elements of the teacher's work inthe class-

room are cf greatest concern to. teachers is supported by the usual arguments

that teachers give against increasing the student-teacher ratio, namely

that increasing the number of students in The classroom reduces the amount

of time that the teacher can spend with each student and also reduces the

percentage or proportion of time that teachers can given to what they re-

gard as the most important functions of the teacher.

Our evidence on this question, then, apparently should be re-

garded by the profession as being very beneficial. In 150 days of obser-,

vation ill classrooms using a taxonomy of classroom functions which provides

a means, for indicating the amount of, time that teachers spend not only on

each of twenty-one functions in the classroom but also Jn each of six kinds

of grouping, including individual attention, we found' that even in class-
-N.

rooms where the teacher contends that there is a very high degree of in-

divid u alizati-A of the program the average amount of time that the teacher

spends in a one-to-one relationship with the +ypical student is 2-1/3 minutes

per day. in only a handful of classrooms did we find the average teacher.,-

student contact on an individual basis to exceed 3 minutes, and in a great

many cases it was in tie ran7je of one-half to one,min!Jte per.day.' One has

to-question whether a program can truly be considered to be individualized
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with these amounts of direct teacher-pupil contact. This is not to suggest

that one-to-one contact is the only criterion or element for individuali-

zation of program; but we contend that jt must-be an important element:

In our study- we found that when the teacher has even one volunteer working

in. the classroom the amount of adult, i.e., teacher -plus- volunteer time

spent on one-to-one relationships with students increases by almost four

times. The teacher approximately doubles the amount of time spent with /

individual students when a volunteer is in the classroom and the volunteer

approximately matches the teacher's amount of.one7to-one contact. Obviously,

this is an important alteration in the (:Imensions of individualization re-

sulting from the presence of a volunteer, but I am not prepared to suggest

that this conies anywhere close to satisfying the need for a greater amount

of one -to -one individual attention, particularly if we are going to give

serious attention to our commitmentta provide a curriculum that relates .

to students' needs, interests,tyles,and levels of learning.

The other finding that we Fade in our observations with the

taxonomy had to do with the proportion of 6. teacher's'time spent in those

functions that are considered to be at the upper level.. The taxonomy,identi-
'1/4,

fie8 a wide range of functions that ,include ali .observable'lasks performed

by teachers in the classroom. An accompanying:manual-defines the placement

of jndividual .tasks these functions. After short. periods of training

we found that we were able to have classroom:ohServers categorize the time

teachers devoted to'vario-us tasks ipto their respective functions with an

inter-observer reliabMity in excess of 90'percent. The instrument then

is a useful device for comparing the allocation of teachers! time on'clays

when volunteers are present and when they are not present- in the classroom.

In order to-determine whet the.professioh.believes-to.be the most profes-.

Sionai, vital or important functions Of the teacher the taxonomy and Manual

were presented to panesotclassroom teachers, teacher educators and school

administrators. The individuals in.each panel. were invited to establisL,

a heirarchy for. the 21 functions. We -fOund a remarkable level of concensus

bott-Cmithim.the.panels and.among the three panels, As' 3. result of this

concensus task we concluded .that the prOfession'believes that both forms

of planning, both forms of motivation, the initiation'and Consolidation of
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of new learning, and maintaining the clImate for learning in the classroom

are considered to be the most important seven functions.' These seven

functions were classified as Level 1 functions. Similarly we were able to

set forth the seven functions in Level 2 and in Level 3. Considering the

high degree of concensus among the referees, and in the absence of any

absolute standard of importance of functions, we regard the heirarchy

established as a reasonable standard for'judging the significance of alter-

ations in teacher time.

Working with the teachers in three schools we established the

stability of the distribution of teachers' time in regular sessions and

after a prolonged series of visits began.to document the amount of time

given to each of the functions in regular sessions and in sessions when

regular volunteers were present in the 'classroom. Some of the conclusions

of the study show important effects of the presence of volunteers. Thzi,-,

most important outcome was that when even a single volunteer was present

teachers appeared to make a natural transfer of time so that an additional

21 percent of their time was transferred from lower level functions to Level I

functions. We found.that in regular sessions, in spite of their position

in the he only 19 per cent of tGaL.,.,.,r time was,allocated to Level 1

functions. This figure rose to 40 per cent on the days when volunteers were

present. This transfer of time, of an additional-,21 per cent to Level."

functions, roughly parallels the findings of the famous Bay City Study of

paraprofessionals in. which it was found that the teacher who uses a pare-

professional transfers approximately 23 percent of his or her time'to

_additional i_evel 1 tasks. We also found that the amount of time the

teachers spend on Level 2 tasks, which include adding content.to structure,

diagnosis and prescription, activesupervision, thedesignjng of test in-

struments, consolidating content, remedial teaching and the interpretation

of,scores was not greatly altered as a result of volunteer activities in

the classroom. Only two of these:activities,shOwod. marked redpctions,

nameiy act,ivesupervision,and consolidating content. Incidentally, these

.two functions include some of the largest §Ilocations of volunteer work in

the cl.assroom and are the two greateSt consumers of teachers' time ItJO17

Lows that the.greatest amount of transfer to Level 1 functions was froM
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Level 3 functions. The amount of teacher time spent. in Level 3 functions

is reduced from 25 to 10 per cent when volunteer help is at hand.

Some other more specific observations concerning allocation of

teacher time indicate the possibilities of improving instruction in the

classroom dramatically by helping teachers deliberately to reorganize the

allocation of their time. For example, we found that in spite of the high

ranking given to the initiation of new mental structures the average teacher

was devoting only three per cent of his or her time to this function. Other

observations were oven more startling. We found, for example, that the

average teacher spends more time on consolidating content, i.e., drill and

review, and taking up work, than is spent on the total of the Level I

functions. Similarly almost as much time is spent on active supervision

in regular classrooms as is spent on the total of the Level 1 functions.

More time Is spent on passive supervision than on any two Level I functions

combined. These observations concerning the typical allocation of teachers' .

time suggest that there are many activities of the teacher that with effective

volunteer help and additional organizational experience and training on the

part of teachers, could be assigned to other personnel in order that teachers

could spend an increasing amount of their time on thoso functions that are

truly professional and which relate most strong: to student growth. In-

cidentally,'our findings on the typical allocations e4 teacher time run

parallel to the findings of Hillsum reported in his new book The leachers Day,

Using a somewhat different taxonomy, Hillsum found that approximately 26

per cent of the typical teacher's day was spent on all types of instructional

tasks, 40 per cent on organizational and preparatory work, hnd 34 per cent

on clerical and mechanical duties and supervision.

The evidence in our studies concerning the transfer of teacher

time invites,'naturally, the question of how the vointeers allocated their

time among the various functions in the classroom. We found that the greatest

deployment of volunteer time was in non-skilled technical taskswith large

amounts of time also given over to activities -ft9t were representative of

the functions entitled consolidating content and active supervision. The

most Common single task performed was listening to students read, which Was

includein the function "consolidating content". Suprisingly enough
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eght per cent of the volunteers' time was actually spent in Level I functions,

mostly in the areas of specific planning and specific motivation.

In view of the effects of volunteer help, as documented in our

study, on providing for individual attention in the classroom and on the

reallocation of teacher time we contend that volunteer help in schools is

not only an interesting innovation in the school but may itself become the

catalyst for other innovative. practices. !n the many schools in which we

work we find no scarcity of good ideas about innovations on the part of

the teachers. Almost every teacher is able to odentify a number of organi-

zational or curricular changes that would improve the program of the class-

room or school. When tested on the constraints that are preventing these

innovations from being practised most teachers point to problems of teacher

time or teacher, manpower. Considering the number of volunteers available

in most communities, along with the evidence that we have collected con-

cerning possible effects of volunteer work in schools, we believe' that

volunteering may itself,,proyide a means of closing the teacher-time and

manpower gap in schools.

Our Initial interest, that of the possible alteration'of parental

attitudes has proven tibe a somewhat difficult one to access accurately. In

all our evaluations we have treated the question of changes in volunteers'

.attitudes as one of the most important elements. We are able to say that

almost without exception our instruments indicate an alteration and im-

provement in parent:' statements about their attitudes. .To what degree

parents are eble to present deliberately a more favourable picture of

attitudes after a period of time in the school is not known tcus, but we

believe that even their inclination to speak more positively about their

own role in the school and about their improved perception of the school

is interpreted by most teachers as a positive change. The question of

whether the apparent changes in parents' attitude have a direct effect on

the improvement of their own children's achievement in 5ehool is as yet.not

adequately evaluated. In schools where we have compared the changes in

achievement on the part of students of volunteers and children of non -vol-

unteers we'can find no clear distinctions, but, as stated at length later In

this address, significant but similar growth gains were recorded for both
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groups. It seems probable that the changes in achievement will have lona-

term rather than short-term characteristics, and probably will be rellected.

more in the affective than in the cognitive areas. In view of the relative

weakness of instruments used to evaluate the affective domain in schools

we are at a loss as yet to establish clearly the effects of improved or

apparently improved parental attitudes on their own children's achievement.

On the other hand, wo have increasing amounts of positiye infor-

mation concerning the improvement of parents' insights about the school and

about learning. Many of the parents can both describe and demonstrate im-

provements in their skills as parent-teachers. Most of them express greater

understanding and appreciation of the wide range of tasks performed by the

teacher. Many parents remark on the diversity of needs that must be met

in classrooms. An increasing number of parents become involved at home in

school-related instructional tasks. In fact our centre prepared the parents'

manual which some of you have examined as a means of providing for parents

of primary children opportunities to instruct their youngsters in. school-

based curricula at home. We advise parents who use this manual to work on

a one-to-one basis w.h their child for approximately ten minutes a day.

This seems like a minimum amount of time, and one would question whether it

could be expeCted to have any important effects until one considers that i0

minutes a day'at home 'actually more than quadruples the amount of adult-

child direct one-to7one contact during that day.

. Turning now to our broader range of volunteer programs, I must

state that our first efforts, in irtiplementing a general model for a compre-.

henSive volunteer prograth several years ago was in a very limited number

of schools ':!s, which we worked closely with the staff to explore, alter

and implement the-plan. The general mode, which is available on request

from the Niagara Centro of O.I.S.E., has now been applied in a very large

number of schOols in the province.

Following the testing of the general model we became involved ip

a number of,special extensions-and adaptations of the model, each designed

to test its potency in meeting particular school needs. SoMe of these.

adaptations would be, applicable in almost any school while'otherS may be

of value in only a limited number of environments:



At Fessenden Public S7bol in Ancaster the teachers considered

their prime need to be opportunities to meet together' for cJrriculum de-

velopment. We assisted themin developf:?, arE adap-ft4J a volunteer plan

designed to give the teacher, two hours par we.,tk for ragular curriculum

development. --We had no difficulty In reoruitIng leer people than were

required to provide for the sui)erviso?1 e.;f classrooms That woOd be es-

sential for this program to operate. MOST of the concOrns that we all had

initially proved to be groundless. Parents working alone or iai twos or threes

quickly became effective classroom supervisors, Discipline problems that

were anticipated simply did not materialize in most classrooms. Teachers

quickly earned to reorganIze.thoir own time and to help pupils define tasks

that they could work on during the periods of parent supervision. By the

midpoint of the initial -year the staff had succossfully implemented its

program so that they could engage on 8 regular basis during school time in

curriculum development. No loss in students' growth patterns came to light

in the evaluation of the program.

The staff of St. Daniel's Separate School in Hamifton,showed con-

cern about the needs for identifying and meeting the needs of a larger

number of youngsters with special education problems and at the .,r,ame'time

for integrating these students into the regular program- of the school. This

school already had a successful comprehensive t;olunteer-program. We found

that it was nalatively easy to after this program to meet the needs in

-special education defined by the staff. The principal. and the special.

education teacher were in charge of the broad design of-the program. Vol-

unteers assisted in a number of ways in relieving teachers for time to

prepare pupil profiles, and to prravide-the special education program with

the drill, review'andother forms of consolidation that actually represented

the major part of the teather"p work with the special education students.

In the process of developing this program teachers identified almost three

times as many youngsters requiring special education programs as in the

previous year. The arrangeMents for special. education on the part of these

youngsters were.soweil integrated into the school; progrrm that many of the

parents-were quite unaware of the'eXistence of such programs within-the-school.

In particular the stigma attached to special education.seemed almost' completely.

to disappear,



The most radical adaptation of our general model was applied in

Victoria Public School, an inner. city school in St. Catharines. Bearing

in mind the changes in individual attention and in the allocation of teachers'

time to various level's of functions described earlier, we wished to explore

the Outer extreres of this tendency. In order to explore this question we

recruited and assigned twentyfive volunteers to work with one teacher in a

regular grade I classroom. These parents worke,' one half day per week,-.so
1

in effect we added adolts.'to the classroom at any r.-;'.11t in time; in other..

words the adult manpower in the classroom was increased from I to 3 per-

sons. The program !,es carefully monitored with control classes and pre-

and post-test results for the more important stated objectives of the school.

in addition to adding the manpower to the classroom we deliberately assisted

the teacher in identifying the important functions in the classroom and of

learning to reorganize her time so that she was working most of the time

at those functions which 'related most strongly to pupil growth. The teacher

tried out.various strategies for the reoroaniurtion of the clastroom and

found that. the most effective way of communicating to volunteers and

at the same time ensuring that students v-7--6 working at their level of readi-

ness. was to haVe an individual pupil progress book in fihich she wrote

assignments each day that volunteers were-to carry out with the individual

students and.in which the volunteer would record statements of the individual's

progress. Toward the end of the year an observation of the allocation of the

teacher's time indicated that she was spending approximately 80 per cent of

hertime on three main functions, organizing the continuum fot learning,

determining the student7Teadinessfor-the next phase in. the continuum and

initiating the .new concepts thate-pupils were to learn.- Practically all

other activities of the classroom were gradually taken over lay the volunteers.

These included adding content to the existing mental. structures, review, drill,

listening.. to. read, marking and superVising arithmetic, -helping &lid-
.

ren with arithmetic problems, passing out and collecting material running'

off seatwork material, etc. The observer team found that the volunteers

themselves were engaged over 77. per cent of their time in tasks that clearly

were instructional, a surprising outcome in-the light ofi My own and Hillsum's

findings on teachers' limited time allocations to instruction. The amount

of one-to-one attention that each pupil derived from this program was in
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creased many times over the usual situation; at times the increase_in in-

dividual attention was greater than ten-told.

IT is perhaps not surprising to learn, then, of remarkable increases

in student growth in such a program. The evaluation of student growth in

this adaptation is documented in our report entitled Using Volunteers in

Schools. The graphs show that the youngsters made dramatic gains over the

control classes in all of the measured objectives, with the greatest gains

made by children in the middle of the class. The average gain of the class

in- reading comprehension was 2.0 years-with somewhat iesser gains in other.

important subject areas. An independent study was made of the patterns of

growth that could be attributed to the culture and it was found that the

pupils grew only .6 years in those elements that were attributable to the

culture at large. One would be hard pressed to find another classroom in

Ontario that has documented the kind of growth gains established in this

program. Considering the saturation of volunteers in this classroom and

the amount of external leadership given one has to ponder whether such a

radical adaptation could be implemented in many or most classrooms. However,

a modificatiOn of this program, with a reduced number of volunteers- in the

classroom and with some broad attention-to in-service development, of

teachers which relate to reorganization of teacher time should be posSible

in a large number of schools-. Another major outcome of such an adaptation

may be radically altered expectations or-perceptions of the rate of student

growth when enriched jnstructiOnal patterns are provided. lncidentally,.the

pupils jn this classroom not only grew more rapidly in stated Schoolobjectivesi

but received instruction in additional cUrriculum components, including a

bumber of the strands in ourcentre's primarythinking program.

Another of the adaptations that we have erexplored involved the

possible use of a corps of parent volunteers working with the entire primary

division of a school in order to enable the staff to regroup all pupils at

the primary level in the language arts program in keeping with the readiness

level of the student. Obviously such a plan calls for additional time.for

teachers to be able,to work together on program planning, regrouping and

frequent. evaluation. Also needed are large blocks of additional adult time

to help individual students with the language arts program, and in particular
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with oral reading. Our attempt to apply this adaptation in a primary school

has met with something less than complete success. We were able to-recruit

a large number of parent volunteers, but the staff has shown an inclination

to use their services for a wide trance of general suppottive assistance

rather than allocate the additional adult time to their original commitment

of integrating and individualizing the language arts program We interpret

this weakness in the study as evidence of a fairly low commitment toward the

goals of the project and not as evidence that the volunteer program is in-
.

capable of meeting this special adaptation. It is our intention to try this

adaptation again, this time with the staff of a junior school who have

already identified the need for integration of the language arts program.

We believe that the volunteer program has the capability of providing the

two additional resources needed -;'or the successful integration of the

language arts program in either a primary or a junior division.

In Ontario schools there have been relatively few attempts at fotmal

approaches to differentiated staffing. We contend that n.plan for differ-

entiated staffing should include one level for volunteer work. We have

been working closely with the staff, Of a secondary school which has broken

the traditional line-and-staff organizationand.has eliminated the position

of department heads in subject. areas in favour of three' deans who work with

the- principal in admin:strative leadorshipand are-supported by the team of

teachers, a group of paraprofessional's, and a, .broad corps of vol unteers:

Our interest in this model is to develop a system.for describing the range

of functions performed by each of the levels and to determine the proportions'

Of time sp0t n each function by each group.

lo :order to clE:ai with some of the lega, administrative and politicaL

aspects of bringing in a'major nnovation such as .a:compreh77nsive volunteer

program we are-working,with' six principals in one county in a plan which we

en-title a Lague of Innovative We have found that'by sharing

ideas and 'responsibilities the principals* themselves feel more secure about

establishing 'volunteer programs.' Incidentaily, because they are working as

a team they have been able toobtain larger proportions of the. time of pro-

gram consultants and,administratiVe officials. Similar leagues.would be

useful support systems for,other*inds of school, innovations.
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Innovative practices usually attract large numberS of visitors. A

recent change .in Ontario regulations provide every teacher with up to twelve

days for professional development and we foresee the likelihood that some of .

our more prominent volunteer prograMs will tie swamped with visitors in the

year or two ahead. in order to provide lighthouse situations which will in-

-fluence the rest of the staff in the particular school and in the jurisdic-

tion, as well as provide opportunities for visiting teachers, we are helping

one school system to-establish thirty lighthouse classrooms for volunteer

work. These thirty classrooms will all be in one county, and each classroom

will have at least ten volunteers, each working one-half day por week.

ether words in each classroom we will in effect have doubled the adult

manpower. Incidentally, in the jurisdiction in question, Salton, a suburban

County between Hamilton and Toronto, a large--§caleapproach to volunteer

programs has been conducted in tho past year with the result that the

county now has over 1,600 parent volunteers working on a regular basis one-.
_

half day per week. This part of the volunteer program a!one thus. adds the

equivalent of 160 full-time.workers to the school staff in the county.

Most of our own studies of volunteer assistance have started with

parent volunteers: -. for the reason given earlier, namely the evidence in the.

PloWden.Research Study indicating the correlation. between, parental attitudes

and student achievement. However, any system which wishes -to explore fully

the roleCf volunteers in -its schools must identify mriy other pools of

talent including student's at high scheOls and-oniversitiesielderly people,

people in the professions, arts and business, and others. in one of our

projects in the past year we have begun. to explore the possible use .of

secondary schooJ students as volunteers in nearby elementary schools. This

project, nvolves three different pia* in one of them the high school.stu-

dentS: identify the kinds of servizesthey4mouLd be wilting to volunteer to.

the leal elementary schools, aticthe teachers in the.olementary.schtp'is.

apply for thise services. !n another school, requestsfrpmhlocal elementary

schools are posted and students in the secondary schoOl-applyto meet the

needs identified in.the elementary school...- In each of these two prooraMs

about 100 students from tine secondary school in question'assist in 8or

nearby elementary-schools.. In most cases; it is required-that the student

negotiate with his-teachers-for the volunteered time.. It is suggested. that:.
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the student endear to find relationships between his volunteering and

units of study in one or more of his secondary school subjects. The third,

plan for using secondary school students as volunteers takes place on an

exchange between a secondary school and a bilingual elementary school. One

f the difficulties of providing high schol Oral French programsthat will'

rost the needs of bilingualism espoused by our society is the failure of

The cOture to provide reinforcement for the Oral French program. In order

to meet this need and at the same time to provide additional resources for

the teachers and students in the bilingual elementary school, approximately

50 secondary school; students of Oral French were recruited to work as vol-

urrteer5. in the primary grades of the birngual school, At the present time

-the ':e.:oldary school students are communicating in French over 80 percent

of the time that they.arein the elementary school. We intend to -evaluate

i..wle student volunteer programs in terms of the advantages to all three

parties; concerned, the secondary school, student, the eleMentary school

teacher, tng the elementary students.. On the basis of studies done else-

where it i reasonable to suggest that the greatest gains, particularly in

the affective area, witl be made by the volunteering students.

Our experiences with a wide range of volunteers in schools lead us

to identifythree somewhat different forms of:volunteer .help.- . Secondary

school students and parent volunteers, partigularly in the primary grades,

arecommordy referredto:as regulars' becausethey provide their services on.

a structured' basis,utuallyone-half day per week. In general they work with

the same teacher or teachers and perform a similar ,Spec i-rum of classroom

tasks. A second cOrps.of -volunteers and the one which historically is oldest .

in use, is what we call the on-call corps.-- persons in the community,.usually

parents, who.assist-the school with specific short -term needs, either of a

supportive or:an instructional nature. The third pool of volunteers, one

which is used. most widely seccndary schools,'iswhat is termed the Talent-

Bureau - - a corps of parents and professional and business persons whose

experience,:background,'ethnic origin, business, artistic orprofessiona

experience, or some other feature enables them to provide the school with a

valuable resource.' Generally the school maintains a file of these persons,

who are Then called:on periodically for specific assistance related to the

particular interest' and competency of the volunteer. A number of secondary
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schools include several hundred persons on the Talent Bureau.

Without wishing to deny the very significant contributions made by

the op-call corps and talent bureau corps, or to deny the signifi 'ant potential

contribution.to be made by a wide range of volunteers, our evident suggests

that the potential advantages of parents who serve on a regular be. !s in

the school, indicate they should receive prime attention in any pl for a

volunteer program in the school.

The title "Help or Hindrance?" causes me to eturn once age. , to

some of the problems revealed in volunteer programs. 5y far the greatest

amount of difficulty with volunteer programs is-clearly the result of the

lack of a comprehensive plan developed or implemented by the school staff,

and in particular a plan which puts-teacher readiness well-ahefrof recruit-

ment in both time and,priority.

In.the long run probably the most serious problem in volunteer pro-

grams has to do with a particular aspect of'parent and teacher behavior; our

observations indicate that volunteers are even more inclined than teachers

to give students ready answers to questions instead of causing the students

themselves to 'discover these answers; in the process they deny the very

autonomy and independence in learning that should be a major objective of

instruction. For this reason, and, for reasons of confidentiality, attend-

ance, teacher security, etc. it seems reasonable to propose that one or two

short instructional sessions with Volunteers who work on a regular basis

should be provided.

Volunteer programs will, probably continue to appear to be .a hindrance

to some teachers, and particularly to those who cannot resolve problems of

insecurity or of lack of organizational training and ability. There is no

doubt that in'the in"ial stages volunteer programs actually cause teachers

more rather than less work, because a teacher has to add the organizatiorL off

the volunteer's activities.to his or her own planning. Unless'the teacher

is able to.learn waysof.reorganizlng adult time in the classroom, the teacher-T-
._

is unlikely to continue to'use volunteers. The continuing use of volunteers;

by almost all teachers in our studies probably indicates that the-teachers

who have made use of this resource, were already more secure ,and flexible,

and better organized'than. most of their non7partiClpating colleagues.
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We believe that in order to Capitalize on the potential long -range

values we must consider three special features of a plan for a comprehensive.

model for volunteer programs in schools which ordinarily would not be thought

of by the school staff, or might seem even to run counter.,td-a principal's

initial perception of, a volunteer program. First of all, we contend that

recruitment should be as open as possible in order that we can maximize the

potential for enhancing the attitudes of as broad a range of the parent

population as possible. We believe that selective recruitment policies

which tend to bring into_the school only those parents who already have

positive attitudes toward the school or who are already perceived as being

loyal friends of the school, will fail to capitalize on the potential that

we visualize in volunteer programs. Secondly, having argued for open re-

cruitment we would recommend that all those who volunteer be assigned in-.

itially to a broad spectrum of relatively low level Jobs in the classroom.

Then, as their abilities and reliabllity are demonstrated, they should be

deliberately promoted to more challenging tasks in the classroom, and to

tasks which bring them in closer contact with individual studentS. The

basic training is provided as needed by the teacher, so that in due time in -

.

the classroom it is observed that both the volunteer and the teacher are per

forming and sharing a wide range of classroom functions. We believe that the

restricting of volunteers to a narrow range of low-level supportive tasks

runs counter to the'beSt interests of a volunteer program. Similar_ly, any

formal decision not to permit volunteers to engage in instructional functions

merely sets up a theoretical .dichotomy that cannot be applied in practice,

and if it could, would deny both the volunteer and the pupil the greatest

benefits of the program. Thirdly, unless the volunteer program itself

capitalizes on the motivations of volunteers one could not expect it to

succeed or to have any permanent structure. Our'studies of the mot;Vations

of volunteers indicate that there is an important difference between their

initial motivations and those that emerge after two or threejrionths in the

program. Initially, much of the motivation for being a volunteer.in'a school

has to do with curiosity about school, programs, and particularly curiosity

about the progress of the volunteer's own-youngsters in the school; with

other volunteers the motivation seems to,be little more than faith' in the
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statement of the school that volunteer help is required. A few nonths later

however a similar survey of volunteers' attitudes reveals motivations and

rewardsthat relate more closely fo feelings of worth, satisfaction, and

accomplishment, a sense of making a worthwhUe.contribution, pleasure in

opportunities to work with adults, insights into instructional practices,

pride.in seeing evidence of student growth influenced by their work, etc.

Unless the program permits-these types of motivation to be !developed,

volunteers are not likely to stay. WhimsiCally we suggest an ideal model l'pr'

quietly' getting rid of a volunteer program should this ever be necessary;

all'the principal would need to do is to reallocate the voldnteers to play-

ground duty and lunchroom supervision. The notion that volunteers should

be `recruited merely to do the jobs that teachers do not wish to do fails

to recognize the motivations and resources of volunteers. The long -term_

succecs of the program depends on the principal's ability to dovetail class-

room needs with the motivations of volunteers.

As suggested earlier the greatest obstacles to the development and

maintenance of comprehensive volunteer programs in schools have to do with

the security of principals and teachers. However, teachers are aware Of

the need to spend more time on -professionalfunctions in the classroom and

to spend more tin with individual students. Unless we develop plans and

strategies for reducingthe obstacle' of The insecurity of_teaChers and

thereby-making it possible for teachers to, accept other adultS who will

, share in their activities, the opportunity to improve the quality 6-rthe.

classroom exerience for our youngsters will, be denied. Fortunately in

Ontario new regulations from the Ministry and a rew.policy statement from

the Ontario TeaChers' Federation have. helped to reduce the insecurity at

official levels. Everything possible should be done at the jurisdictional

and local school level to extend- theseintentions into'the life, of the

school and the classroom. in conclOsion, considering the evidence. provided

concerning,the improvement of student growth, in the short range and the

pOssibility of IMproved student achievement in-the. long run as a-resultof

jmproved parental attitudes; the evidence oithe natural-transfer of-teacher
.

time. to higher level professiOnal tasks-.andthe possibility that,',with

'deliberate- attention, much greater efforts in this dir6ction.could be-made;.
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and at the same timie recognizing the fact. that there is a vast pool of

uptapped talent that might not only'make a contribution to the school but

might at the same time develop_morc positive attitudes in_the community

towards the school and improved insichis and competencies on the part of

parents' and other adults, we are prepared to contend that no school and

certainly nci school system can contir 9 to ignore the potential in volunteer

programs.


